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<<Christina Kmetko, Investor Relations>> 

 

Good morning everyone. Thank you all for joining us today at the 2019 Hyster-Yale Materials 

Handling Investor Day. My name is Christina Kmetko, and I am responsible for Investor 

Relations here at Hyster-Yale. Thank you to everybody for taking the time out of your day to be 

here. We also want to welcome the people who are on our webcast. This is being webcast live. 

I'm going to run through a few housekeeping items before we get started. First is our safe harbor 

statement. I'm not going to read it to you. You can read it while I run through all the other 

housekeeping items. 

 

Also in front of you, you do have the presentation booklet, you can follow along. I know for 

those in the back, some of the items on the slides may be a little bit difficult to see. So you 

should be able to see it better within your booklet. We also have the entire presentation as a PDF 

on our website. If you haven't done already, please silence your cell phones. As I mentioned, we 

are webcasting this. So, when you do get up and go in and out of the room, please just be 

cognizant that there are people listening online and do your best to keep the extraneous noises to 

a minimum. Also, we have provided for you in the front a feedback form. So please feel free to 

give it to me or leave it on one of the back tables before you leave this afternoon. We are going 

to do our best to keep everybody running smoothly. 

 

Let me go to the next slide. So today's presenters are up on screen. I'm just going to give you a 

quick overview of who will be talking. Alfred Rankin, our Chairman, President and Chief 

Executive Officer of Hyster-Yale Materials Handling, will be leading off our show today. And 

then we do have this split into two sections. So around 10 o’clock we will be breaking for a 10 

minute refreshment break, get up, stretch your legs, just get the blood flowing. And then after 

about 10 minutes, we'll come back in and have a Q&A for about another 20. And at 10:30, we 

will start the second half of our session. 

 

So during the first half after Al, we will have speakers who – we will go to David LeBlanc, who 

is our Vice President of Planning and Business Development; and you'll also hear from Tony 

Salgado, our Chief Operating Officer; and Rajiv Prasad, our Chief Product and Operations 

Officer; and then Colin Wilson, our President and Chief Executive Officer of our operating 

company, Hyster-Yale Group, will summarize the first part of our morning presentation. And 

then we will, as I said, open up for questions. 

 

And then after the break, you will hear – after the break and the Q&A, you'll hear from Roberto 

Scotti, our President and Chief Executive Officer of Bolzoni; as well as Lucien Robroek, our 

Chief Executive Officer of Nuvera Fuel Cells; and our Chief Financial Officer, Ken Schilling, 

who will wrap it up with some financial information. And then Colin and Al will come back on 

to wrap up the day for us. So with that, I believe I've gone through all of my notes. I'll say one 

more thing. We do have an email address. If you are listening on the webcast or if you're here 



and don't want to ask in person, please send an e-mail to ir@hyster-yale.com with the subject 

line that says Investor Day Question. And during the Q&A session, I will make sure that your 

question gets asked. 

 

And with that, let me turn it over to Al Rankin. Here you go, Al. 

 

<<Alfred M. Rankin, Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer>> 

 

Good morning, and welcome to all of you. We're delighted to have you here for our Investor Day 

2019. We’ve been doing one of these Investor Days each year for some time now. We think this 

one is a particularly important one. As this slide that's up on the screen now suggests this 

discussion this morning is going to be about transforming the future of the Hyster-Yale Materials 

Handling business. We think there are a lot of forces at work that range from mass 

customization, automation, a variety of different kinds of influences that are noted on this slide 

that are providing the opportunity for us with the right strategic programs and the projects which 

lie behind those programs to really transform our company as we look to the next very few years. 

We hope to leave you with a sense that we can meet the ambitious goals that we've set for 

ourselves in terms of enhanced profitability through sales and margin increase. 

 

I'll begin with a short strategic overview of the business just to give you a basic backdrop, then 

the other presenters will go into considerably more detail in their areas of discussion. Our 

business is, I think all of you in the room know, has three segments. The first is our core Lift 

Truck business. That's the oldest and fundamental part of our business. The other two pieces are 

Fuel Cell business, and our Attachment business are complementary to our core Lift Truck 

business. The Fuel Cell business provides an additional source of motive power for our forklift 

trucks and has other application opportunities around the world in different markets. And our 

Attachment business is highly complementary because it provides additional capabilities that 

allow us to tailor our products to meet customer needs in a more effective fashion. 

 

We take a long-term approach. We've been very clear about this in our quarterly earnings 

releases and our annual Investor Days and generally, in these communications that we provide 

for our shareholders. We're focused on achieving long-term growth. At times, we're willing to 

take actions which benefit the long term and sometimes at the expense of the short term in terms 

of profitability, and some react to that as a diminution of value. But our perspective is that we're 

building value for the longer term. We're trying to act in the best interest of long-term 

shareholders. We have a very stable base of shareholders. We would estimate that well in excess 

of 50% of the shareholders that we have today are the same shareholders that we had 30 years 

ago. 

 

We do try to take measures, which mean that the shareholders are protected when times are 

difficult. And management shares in those difficulties by having incentive programs that have a 

significantly lower compensation when times are difficult. We also try to have our management, 

particularly our senior management, aligned with our shareholders in terms of their long-term 

incentive structure. We have share grants in our long-term incentive plan. Those grants are made. 

Taxes are paid by the individual, and the individual is not permitted to sell those shares for up to 

ten years. We believe that's relatively unusual in the business world, but it does clearly align the 



interest of management with long-term shareholder value, which is what we're really focused on 

achieving. 

 

If you look at our business, just at a glance, Hyster-Yale Materials Handling leading globally 

integrated full line lift truck manufacturer. We offer a broad array of solutions that are aimed at 

meeting the specific materials handling needs of our customers. We have a North American 

orientation, a significant portion of our business in the Americas. But we have very substantial 

business in Europe, Middle East and Africa and a growing and substantial business in what we 

call JAPIC, Japan, Asia Pacific, India and China. And then we have our two complementary 

businesses, the Bolzoni Attachment business and our Nuvera developing start-up business. 

 

If you look at the last 12 months, the Lift Truck business, about $3.1 billion. We had operating 

profit of $72 million and 11.5% return on capital employed. Those numbers are lower than they 

have been in previous years. We've been buffeted by tariffs, as so many companies have. But 

even more importantly than that, we've been investing heavily in our future. We're looking for 

those investments to pay off here in the next very few years. At Bolzoni, about $350 million, that 

includes components from our core Hyster-Yale Materials Handling business. We've expanded 

that business to include not only the attachment, but those components. We expect its 

profitability to increase from the $6 million that it is earning in the last 12 months. 

 

And then you can see there are very substantial losses, very low sales in our Nuvera, high-

technology venture start-up business. We have developed technology, which we are in the 

process of commercialization. And we're on that right at the moment of bringing that to market 

fruition over the next couple of years. We have a variety of sources of revenue. A core part of 

that, of course, is the unit portion of the Lift Truck business. If you look at our units, we're 

probably clear number three in terms of Lift Truck revenues on their own. That’s been going for 

good many years. And that leads us to about 840,000 units installed around the world. That's 

very important to the economic structure of the business because the parts business is very 

profitable. And if you have an installed base it’s both profitable for us, and it's very difficult for a 

new start-up competitor to compete with – against the profitability that you have from the 

buildup parts population. 

 

We produced about 103,000 units or sold 103,000 units in the last 12 months, 94,000 in our 

traditional Hyster-Yale plants, 6,000 produced by our new Hyster-Yale Maximal operations in 

China and another 3,000 from our joint venture in Japan or from other third parties and then 

another 7,100 that were sold directly by our joint venture. Hyster-Yale has a broad global 

footprint. We have mass in the Americas, mass in Europe and mass in Japan, Asia Pacific, India 

and China. Our factories are efficient. They're located all over the world with the objective of 

fabricating and assembling in the market of sale as a core strategy and having flexibility to 

source for different parts of the world from different plants depending on currency values and 

tariffs and also the specific product availability. 

 

Hyster-Yale has a very full lift truck product line, one of the fullest in the industry. Over 400 

different lift truck models are available. About 300 of those are in the top group. That's the 

traditional Hyster-Yale portion of the business and about 100 in the bottom section. That's the 

Maximal China business. Those products cover electric counterbalance trucks Class 1, electric 



narrow aisle trucks, Class 2; the electric hand trucks, Class 3; internal combustion engine trucks 

with cushion tires, Class 4; and internal combustion engine trucks with pneumatic tires, Class 5. 

And in the Class 5, you'll notice from the picture that it ranges from very small trucks to very 

large port equipment and container handling. The Maximal addition has been very 

complementary to our business. Generally speaking, those trucks in China at the Maximal 

business are focused on lower-intensity products, and they complement in a very significant way 

the standard and the premium products that we produce in our traditional Hyster-Yale plants. 

 

We have a broad range of power options, attachments and solutions in our business. Power 

options range in the electric product lines from lead acid batteries to lithium-ion batteries to fuel 

cell engines and a whole variety of internal combustion engines. Our attachment offering is very 

broad, ranging from clamps, multipallet handlers, rotators, fork positioners and a whole variety 

of different attachment products. And that, together with the core mix-and-match capabilities of 

our forklift truck product line allows us tailor solutions to customer needs. And you’ll find in the 

presentation today that that’s a real theme. 

 

We want to meet the customer needs as effectively and efficiently as we possibly can and all that 

is now being aided by what we call the development of a smart and connected eco system. We 

have committed a lot of effort to having a very effective customer portal system. We have 

service integration and automation programs, integrated solutions which tie together fuel cells, 

telematics, attachments, automation and we do a lot of analytical work, big data analysis that can 

help us to determine what is in the best interest of our customers. 

 

If you look backwards in our – in terms of our profitability in 2007, we had a peak profitability 

of about 2.1% operating profit in 2017. In the midpoint or so of the current cycle, we had 4% 

profitability. Profitability has gone down a bit in the last year or so significantly because of 

tariffs, but also because of the investments that we're making investments that we're making in 

the future in the business. 

 

Our operating profit target for the business is 7%, and we would hope to leave you with a feeling 

that the projects that we're pursuing really do have the ability to transform the future. We're 

doing it not with short-term programs, but with long-term programs that can have a durable, 

significant impact. We're working closely with our suppliers, with our dealers, with our 

customers, with our employees and our partners in the business, all to benefit the shareholders. 

 

In transforming the future, we're really trying to do the kinds of things that will help to drive our 

economic engine in a more effective way. If we have, starting in the upper left-hand part of the 

slide, a worldwide distribution system that is strong, we can drive market share. If you 

complement that with geographic and product balance, you can have additional volume broadly 

spread across the product lines. And that can lead to the maximum economies of scale in the 

business. This is very much an economy of scale-driven business in terms of design costs spread 

over large volumes, component commonality, supply chain, manufacturing throughout the 

business, really, more volume can lead to enhanced profitability. 

 



If you do that over a long period of time, then you have a large lift truck population in service 

that generates parts and service volume, which is more profitable than the unit business. And 

that, in turn, strengthens our dealers and strengthens us and allows us to have a virtuous circle. 

 

We've been pursuing for some time, and we've talked at previous Investor Days, about the six 

strategies that we've been pursuing; being a leader in independent distribution, in the upper left 

of the inner circle; providing the lowest cost of ownership while enhancing productivity for our 

customers; being a leader in the delivery of industry and customer-focused solutions; being a 

leader in the attachments business; and a leader in the fuel cell business and their applications; 

and then growing in the emerging markets which are significantly more important than they were 

20 years ago. 

 

Those six strategies we've talked about at previous Investor Days, they're again listed here on the 

left of this slide, but what we want to do in the course of the morning is talk much more about 

the initiatives that we're taking to ensure that those strategies are effectively put to work in 

driving our economic engine. You're going to hear a lot about modularity and mass 

customization, how we directly engage our customers and enhance our distribution, how we're 

responding to the opportunity for additional electrification of previously internal combustion 

engine-oriented trucks and so on through the list of items that are listed there. 

 

The financial objective that we're pursuing is the same one that we've articulated with this – at 

these Investor Days for some time. That's to have an operating profit of 7%, return on capital 

employed of 20%. We think the keys to those lie in the execution over the next two or three 

years of the programs that you're going to hear about, the individual initiatives that can get us to 

our target volumes, get us to our target margins and – or do all of that with a level of SG&A, 

which is consistent with the 7% profitability. 

 

We hope that as a result of listening to the presentations that we make this morning that you will 

agree with us that we really are transforming the business, and the opportunities for our 

shareholders in the years ahead are very significant. Christie has indicated who the speakers are. 

You'd be hearing each of those sequentially this morning. And we're going to begin with an 

overview of the lift truck industry from David LeBlanc, and we'll be talking about the core Lift 

Truck business position with Tony. 

 

Rajiv will talk about product and technology. Colin's going to give a summary overview of the 

Lift Truck business. We'll then move into the Attachment business and then the Fuel Cell 

business. Colin will give another overview. Ken Schilling will give us a financial perspective on 

the business. And then I'll make some concluding remarks. So David? 

 

<<David LeBlanc, Vice President-Planning and Business Development>> 

 

Thank you, Al. Okay. So good morning. My name is David LeBlanc, and I look after the 

strategy, planning and business development activities for the company. I'm going to spend the 

next 15 to 20 minutes just talking about some of the forces that are shaping our industry. Really 

what I'd like to leave you with is several of the reasons why we're particularly enthused about the 



prospects of our industry and where it's headed and, of course, how we expect to participate in 

that. 

 

Like all industries, we're surrounded by forces. Those forces are challenging us to change, 

challenging us to adapt. We believe, in our case, though, these forces that are very disruptive at 

times are true catalysts for our business. They're catalysts that we think are driving core volume 

growth. We think they're catalysts that are driving opportunities for margin expansion, and we 

think that they're catalysts that truly play to our strengths as a business. The basis for that 

enthusiasm is really summarized on this slide. 

 

As I mentioned, we think that there's a really strong growth trajectory of our business. Our 

business has a long history of having very solid growth to it, and we see no reason why that 

growth won't continue. Labor markets are tight, both here and in the East. That hasn't always 

been the case. Global trade will still continue to grow through things and drive the need for more 

material handling as things need to move around the world. 

 

And of course, e-commerce is really a force driving need for increased warehouse equipment 

around the world. So those forces together really provide a solid foundation for volume growth 

in our industry going forward. And on top of that, we really see the opportunity for continued 

expanded value creation, value-added and of course, value capture, corresponding with that. 

These issues are operator demographics. These issues with customer economics as they're 

changing and having warehouse productivity rising on the scale of importance. 

 

And there's still more work to be done in fully capitalizing on low-cost region sourcing 

opportunities. So on several fronts, we see a business space that has the opportunity for 

increasing value-added and value capture. On top of the core volume steady growth in what we 

think is a favorable margin environment going forward are there a number of technology 

accelerators that we think only accelerate and add weight to those forces, some of them very 

common themes like digital transformation, the Internet of Things and autonomous vehicles. All 

of those things, we believe, add extra force to our industry that's going forward. And I'll cover 

those things in a little more detail as we go forward. 

 

Looking at our industry, as I alluded to, it's been a long, steady grower for our business over the 

long period of time. It's had – through the cycle, it's been a steady grow. Yes, it's an industrial-

oriented business with some cyclicality to it. But it has grown very solidly through that cycle 

over the last 15 years or so. Compounded annual growth has been a solid 5.7%. 

 

So in the aggregate, we see that trend has been positive. It will continue that way. As we look 

more into the disaggregation into the product classes Al talked about. Some of those classes on 

his slides that the highest growing area of our product classes are the Class 2, Class 3 products 

are the warehouse-oriented products. And that part of the market is growing very fast, driven by 

warehouse expansion and e-commerce. 

 

Class 1 is the electric counterbalance product area. So we're seeing that part of the market 

continue to expand, grow and grow in proportion to the market. We are seeing a continued 

migration from internal combustion engine products to electric-driven products, and that clearly 



manifests through the numbers over time. But that evolution is clearly evolutionary. And while 

the IC engine part of our business has indeed fallen as a proportion of the total market, it's still a 

very big part of the market. It will stay that way, and it's one that we think is a strong foundation 

for our industry and for our company, in particular. 

 

So beyond the sort of breakdown of sort of broad-based growth in the application space, 

geographically, there's been growth in all regions of the world. Not surprisingly, China has 

outpaced everybody, but there's been solid demonstrable growth just about in every part of the 

regions, good growth in the Americas, good growth in Asia Pacific and steady if modest growth 

in EMEA. 

 

So the industry, again, is looked at as a solid, steady grower with lots of reasons to expect it to 

remain that way. Looking a little bit deeper into the demand path that we've had over time, it's 

clearly been positive, but it always hasn't been a perfectly smooth road. Al had talked about 

some of the most recent challenges we've had distorting that path, dealing with tariffs and some 

of the distortions that, that means in the demand patterns with our customers. 

 

Also, most recent challenge with the supply chains, which we share with the over-the-road truck 

market. And that's also experienced sort of a recent spate of challenges as trucks have shifted 

from manual logs to e-logs and really change some of the dynamics of that industry. Right now, 

we see demand at a more stabilizing level. And we think that, that stabilized level is an actually 

more efficient, profitable demand pattern for us as a business going forward. 

 

Mentioned e-commerce. I mean it's obviously all around us, and the impact on us is very direct 

and very positive as commerce has shifted from in person to online, literally supply chains have 

had to be redrawn as people have had to source things through warehouses as opposed to be their 

own personal order pickers at Walmart, they've needed to basically redraw those supply lines. 

And that's created an absolute surge in warehouse construction, which has been a major demand 

driver. 

 

That over the last 10 years or so, that construction warehouse space has been in excess of 700 

million square feet. Each 20,000 square feet, requires in our estimates, about one lift truck to 

support the material movement. We see that trend continuing. We see that to be a continuous 

positive force for growth in our industry and demand for our products. In addition to that, global 

trade. As more things move around the world, we expect that to continue. Perhaps not the exact, 

the same steady pace, but it will continue. 

 

It will drive demand for equipment and tools to move merchandise around and products around 

efficiently. Not just demand, not just increased capacity required to manage all that movement of 

products, but the demand for more productive tools as labor costs continue to grow, to be tight in 

the U.S., which I think we're all familiar with. But really, when you look around the world, labor 

cost in China and other places are getting very tight. 

 

And so customers are finding that their economics and warehousing costs need to change. They 

need more productive tools. And they provide us a space for providing greater value-added tools 

for them. 



 

In addition to a growing concern for warehouse productivity, there's a growing and very 

quantifiable concern for health and safety. All of that is driving – making it much easier to make 

the business case for customers to purchase fully featured products with capabilities that might 

not have been the first of their priorities in past times. Again, expanding the opportunity for 

greater value creation and capture. 

 

E-commerce, mentioned this earlier as a driver of demand, not just demand. This is the 

operational heart and soul of online businesses. These are customers that have to perform 

spectacularly well on this part of their business to be profitable. These are customers that are 

demanding us for the highest value solutions we can provide, and they're willing to pay for those. 

 

As you talk about the underlying support for demand, the underlying support for expanded 

value-added. There are a number of technology accelerators. These technology accelerators 

oftentimes are accelerated to maturity by the auto industry. There's a number of capability sets, 

technology tools that the auto industry has invested heavily in, that have made them more 

mature, more economic and have become compelling tools for – and opportunities for the lift 

truck industry as well. 

 

First area I'd like to speak about is in the digital transformation area. That is a theme that has 

certainly arrived in the lift truck industry. The first element of that I'd like to comment a little bit 

on is telemetry. Telemetry and connecting trucks to the warehouse systems has now become a 

very go-to feature in many of our products. Customers quickly understand when products are 

connected there's enormous low-cost benefits to that. There's direct opportunities to lower cost of 

ownership through predictive maintenance, incident tracking, know who the good drivers are, 

who aren't the good drivers, equipment utilization and fleet management. The opportunities to 

lower your cost of ownership are so immediate and so direct that this is a feature in our space 

that has created a lot of value for our customers in the industry and one that will only continue to 

grow over time. 

 

Beyond telemetry, there's a whole range of additional operator assist-type tools. Whether it's 

object-detection cameras that allow operators to see parts of the warehouse or stacks high they 

couldn't see before or other dynamic stability-type tools. There's an enormous and growing set of 

tools that are helping operators be more productive and giving us a chance to create more value 

for our customers and in turn, capture that value for our customers. 

 

Now with that expanded technology set like the auto industry and other industries, as much as 

people can be excited about those possibilities, adoption of those technologies isn't spontaneous. 

It's something that takes time. People will understand its value but aren't really sure how to use it, 

take full advantage of it, understand how to put it into play. And that's clearly happening in our 

industry, and it's challenging companies like ourselves and our industry to do a lot in terms of 

driving technology adoption, which has very direct consequences in how we talk with our 

customers, connect to our customers, sell to our customers. Doing that though opens up 

enormous possibilities for transforming our relationships with them. Again, opening up greater 

value added, opening up the opportunity to capture that value. Tony and Rajiv will speak at 

length about that in their coming slides. 



 

The Internet of Things, our trucks are now increasingly connected and providing the productivity 

value of the assets that I had mentioned a couple of slides back. But as we look into the future, 

the enormous value that's going to be created by having the truck as a data collection point. Our 

trucks move around businesses. They are a fundamental collection point of data. They are a 

fundamental basis of insight on productivity metrics and processes for our customers in all sorts 

of ways. And so as the collector of data, the opportunity to shape that data into benchmark 

standards report out becomes a huge opportunity for us. We're doing some of that now. As Al 

had mentioned, the opportunity for that in the future is just enormous for our industry and many, 

including us, are really acting on it. 

 

Now we need to connect with our customers more directly, as I said, to help drive that 

technology adoption curve. But with technology, it's facilitating our capacity to connect with our 

customers in a much more economical way. Al talked about our evolution to sell and 

commitment to sell tailored solutions to customers one by one while connecting with them and 

doing that economically has required a major change in commercial processes, all of which are 

facilitated by various new technology tools through whether it's CRM or whether it's online web 

sources and buying processes that we're putting in place. But these things are behind our 

business, our capacity to transform our sales force in order to drive the value creation that we'd 

spoken to earlier. 

 

Now perhaps the capstone of what we see as a technology accelerator is fully automated trucks. 

It's something that we're very involved in like others and have an interesting position. As many 

of you know, as Rajiv and Al will talk about, more than 60% of the cost of owning and operating 

a truck is through the operator. And as we look at fully automated or hybrid automated solutions, 

we have enormous opportunity to change the economics of our customers. And that process is 

well underway and one that we believe will provide an enormous expansive opportunity for our 

industry. So if prior, we were selling a $25,000 lift truck, in the future, we see the sale of 

$125,000 fully automated robot, which again creates a very different scope of value creation and 

capture in our industry. 

 

So as we look forward, and as the following speakers will comment to, like to just leave you with 

a list of a sense of why we think this industry is particularly compelling right now. We see a 

solid growth tradition continuing into the future. E-commerce, global trade, tight labor will all be 

very positive supporters for our business. The increasing aspect of value added, it is being 

decommoditized in very important segments as customer economics, operator demographics 

change and the pressure to move to electrification is in place. And then technology accelerators 

are really transforming the industry at a whole another level through automation, the digital 

transformation and the Internet of Things. 

 

So moving forward, the next round of folks starting with Tony Salgado, our Chief Operating 

Officer, who will spend time going deeply into how we have our strategies to really mobilize and 

fully capitalize on that and understand how we're acting on what we believe is a pretty set of 

exciting prospects for our industry. 

 

<<Anthony J. Salgado, Chief Operating Officer>> 



 

Okay. Thank you David. Good morning. My name is Tony Salgado, and I'm going to take a few 

minutes here, probably over the course of 30 minutes here to talk to you a little bit about our 

overall core Lift Truck business positioning. And specifically, what I want to share with you 

today is some of the key initiatives that we have put in place that are deployed and now maturing 

to – that we believe will be imperative in transforming our ability to deliver the products, the 

solutions and the emerging technologies that Rajiv is going to be talking to you about shortly to 

specifically address the value-add space that is growing within our industry that David shared 

with you in his last presentation. And we believe that through these initiatives that our forklift 

business is going to be positioned to both achieve our increase in market share and volume 

growth as well as to take advantage of the increasing margin potential associated with these 

value-add opportunities. 

 

Specifically, what I'd like to do is talk to you about six key areas that we're focused on. The first 

is increasing our global participation, particularly in the emerging markets, which we see as a 

very high-potential area that I'll talk to you about. The second is in expanding our product range 

down into the low-intensity products, which David alluded to, but also are part of an expanded 

set of value-add that we don't particularly offer today. The third is going to be scaling our very 

successful industry strategy programs that we've launched in the North American market, which 

help us to identify and to blueprint the different industries and segments and then to develop 

specific solutions and selling processes and messaging in order to grow share in those segments. 

 

The fourth is to increase our ability to participate effectively, to formalize and to standardize and 

proliferate the value-add selling processes as well as to redeploy direct resources in order to add 

the specialization and the coverage necessary to win share in these markets. The fifth is to deploy 

what David began to refer to as our digital transformation, both on the front end, which is the 

commercialization side, our ability to control the messaging of our value-add to the market as 

well as our ability to influence the growing online presence of the buying community to help 

them to find us, choose us and stay with us as well as on the back end is being able to deploy the 

smart and connected ecosystem to help our customers realize their productivity and benefit. And 

the last one that I want to talk to you about is how we intend to leverage our very successful 

telemetry business model to commercialize and monetize this full and growing suite of emerging 

technologies that we're going to introduce to you today. 

 

So before I do that, I want to just talk to you about how we intend to do this in the context of our 

existing Lift Truck business. We believe that in order to expand upon our business and to 

introduce these new technologies successfully, it has to be predicated upon a successful and 

well-established business, which, of course, as you probably are well aware, we're about to 

celebrate the 100th anniversary of our Yale brand and the 90th anniversary of our Hyster brand. 

And over those many, many years, we've developed a rich history and a deep knowledge of our 

forklift market, which has led us to be able to deploy one of the broadest and most competitive 

product portfolios, spanning the five classes as Al had shared with you across the full expanse of 

capacities from our smallest one-ton pallet jack that serves the warehouse markets up to our 

largest container handling and lift truck products that serve the steel industries and the ports. 

 



Additionally, we've been able to define a very competitive position by providing the capability to 

special engineer solutions that serve our specific needs of our customers in the different 

industries and applications and to deliver that with a high level of quality and efficiency and 

delivery performance through our global network of operations facilities. We also enjoy and 

have a particular competitive edge through our deployment of these our products and our value 

proposition through a global, highly capable, independent, exclusive and locally-focused dealer 

network, which we believe is the best way to drive the value into the local markets and support 

our customers going forward. 

 

Additionally, when you step back and look at our ability to grow and to continue to maintain a 

competitive position, it's really predicated on our commitment to continuous improvement and 

the focus on operational excellence from the beginning of our value chain just sourcing through 

our product development, through our operations, through our sales excellence and through 

servicing our customer on the back end. So overall, over the many years, we've developed what 

we believe is a very strong, core forklift business foundation to grow with the initiatives that 

we're going to introduce to you today. 

 

So what I'd like to do now is talk about the first two initiatives within the commercialization 

effort, and that is to expand our participation on a global basis as well as to increase the range of 

our products down into the low intensity, both of which are key components of driving a broader 

coverage across the markets as well as increasing our ability to participate in the most effective 

and broad way in the global forklift industry. 

 

In order to have that presence, in order to be successful, we feel it's imperative that we have the 

presence of both operations and sales activities within these regions. And over the last year and a 

half, we've worked to establish some key initiatives across the different emerging markets or 

what we would consider our high growth regions to support this. 

 

An example of this is in our Ramos plant in Mexico, where today, we fabricate for our North 

American production plants. We've recently decided and begun to produce the lower capacity 

Class 3 product to provide a more cost competitive product in this range to serve our North and 

South American markets. Going forward, we may look to expand that to further be able to 

support these markets with the right product at the right price. 

 

Additionally, our plant in Brazil has recently begun to localize additional products not only to be 

more competitive and serve the Brazilian market itself, but also to begin to serve as a source for 

our Latin American markets, which also need a more local and competitive source of products. 

In India, which we believe to be one of our highest long-term potential markets with the second-

highest population globally yet the lowest number of forklifts per million population, we have 

established a strong distribution. 

 

We have a partnership for the production of our large reach stacker product for that market. We 

also have a strong design and sourcing capability present within that country. We've recently 

made the decision to again begin localizing, manufacturing within India to establish a foundation 

for having the right product at the right price and to position ourselves for the expected growth in 

the future. 



 

In Asia-Pacific region, our headquarter in the past has been in Sydney, Australia. Yet as the 

markets continue to develop, we now have over a 100,000 unit market within the Asia region, 

which affords a great opportunity to have a more specific presence there. And so we've now 

moved our headquarters from Sydney up to Singapore to put our critical mass where the market 

opportunity lies. 

 

And then finally, in China, we look at China from two dimensions. One is the specific 

opportunity in the market itself. It's a 450,000 unit market, which provides a great opportunity 

for growth where we hold a relatively low share today. But it is also a great opportunity to 

leverage the resources, the sourcing and the capabilities within that country to actually serve as a 

source of product and components to serve our global markets. 

 

So we look more specifically at the opportunities in China. In the past several years, we've had 

an original strategic objective to grow in Asia, and now it's emerged to grow in the emerging 

markets, which makes more sense and puts a broader cast across the many developing markets. 

But in total, we have had a presence in these regions, but not at the level or the scale that would 

allow us to achieve a meaningful level of share. When you look at the markets themselves, what 

we call the emerging markets, they really constitute about – almost 50% of the total forklift 

market globally. Yet our sales into these regions only represents 18% of our total sales. So what 

this means is that there still exists a phenomenal opportunity for us to grow share, even with the 

strong position we already have globally today. 

 

Furthermore, when you look at the products at what we're calling the low-intensity range. When 

you look at the global market, we now estimate that in reality, the actual market for these types 

of products exceeds 40%. Yet our sales of products in the low-intensity range today is only 4% 

of our total portfolio, again, fantastic opportunity in our situation today as one of the top global 

manufacturers and producers to grow our share considerably more. 

 

So 18 months ago, we've made the decision to invest significantly into the region. And 

particularly with the investment into Hyster-Yale Maximal and further expansion with the 

establishment of the emerging market development centers, which has really put us in a position 

now to both grow in the Asia but also the emerging markets, and to create a design capability 

and production source for low-intensity products to serve these markets as well as the developed 

markets. 

 

Just to reflect back again on the acquisition. For those of you who attended last May, we talked 

about our intentions to close on this deal, which, of course, we closed on June 1, 2018. Since 

then, we worked feverishly at achieving our original plan. But in reality, we feel that not only are 

we on track, but we're exceeding our initial expectations and learning quite a bit along the way. 

From an integration standpoint, from compliance through finance, through operations through 

sales, we've made great progress in bringing them up to speed with the Hyster and Yale 

standards where it makes sense, while still allowing them to maintain the core DNA that made 

them the more nimble and cost-effective operation that they were. 

 



We recently implemented SAP, which has allowed them the opportunity now to begin to 

integrate and serve as one of our key global factories. We have launched the low-intensity 

product that we said we would last year. We've started with the smaller counterbalanced 2 to 3.5 

ton range. This product was launched earlier this year and has had tremendous acceptance from 

all of our global regions, including from our developed markets in the Americas and Western 

Europe. 

 

We've now put together plans to expand on our original production planning, which includes 

expansion of the electric and larger capacity counterbalance and utility range as well as 

localization of products and a standard range to serve the Asia and Pacific markets as well as 

opportunities to develop and produce newly designed low-intensity products. 

 

Overall, this has not only been the opportunity to execute on the low-intensity and begin serving 

those markets, but it's been a catalyst for additional opportunities in developing a competency in 

low-intensity design and to look at other opportunities for sourcing of both components and 

products from the region to improve our capabilities on a global level. And then finally, from a 

value proposition standpoint, it's really allowed us to come to our dealers, existing dealers and go 

to recruit new dealers with a much stronger proposition and giving them the right product that 

they need to win in their markets. 

 

The emerging market development center was one of the key aspects of what was really the 

broader strategy is not only to have the presence in China, but to begin to develop a core 

competency in the design of products that meet the requirements of this low-intensity range, and 

that will serve the broader emerging markets. 

 

Today, we have over 50 employees between our new team there and the previously existing team 

with Hyster-Yale Maximal. It's led by one of the directors that came from our American plant, 

but really it is staffed by individuals throughout India, throughout China and in some of the 

Americas development centers, all focused on developing products that meet the needs of this 

low-intensity range. 

 

So we talk about low-intensity. Last time we were together, we talked and we used the 

terminology of utility. I think when we took off on this path and direction, we really were 

framing out this segment of product as a Chinese, lower-cost product that would be appropriate 

for the emerging markets and also somewhat for the developed markets. 

 

But as we've explored this further, as we worked with our dealers, as we understood the market 

and the products better, we're starting to understand that it's much more than just a utility product 

segment. It's really about meeting the customers’ needs with the right level of specification, no 

more, no less than they need and giving them that value at a price that makes sense for them and 

a margin level that makes sense for us. 

 

And we define it by looking at the several different intensity aspects of the usage whether it's 

hours, our typical products in the standard to premium range are developed to run 1,500 to 3,000, 

sometimes 4,500 hours annually. With these products, what we say is we're designing with an 

intention of them running it more in the lines of 750 hours on an annual basis. And then there's 



other key aspects of performance, which may not be as important such as speeds, being able to 

lift to full capacity or being able to lift to max height on a regular basis. Basically, it's intended 

for the products that are needed. And one good example is Walmart. 

 

In Walmart, you have a garden center, where you got what typically amounts to a standard or a 

premium truck sitting idle almost all day long for use for maybe a couple of hours a day to do a 

quick run, lift something down from the rack. In all actuality, they don't need that level of 

specification. They don't need the ergonomics. They don't need the productivity. So they're 

overpaying for a truck, and we're selling a truck into that application at a lower discount level to 

win the business. This will begin to solve that problem and drive opportunity for both us and our 

customers. 

 

And so our first product offering here was in the what we call the UT/UX, which is our low-

intensity product offering that's going to be branded Hyster-Yale. We're going to expand upon 

this approach with introduction of additional electric and higher capacity products. But as you 

can see, we have a premium offering. In recent years, we've introduced a standard offering, 

which allowed us to further penetrate markets with a better value for the customers who didn't 

need the full level of specification of the premium product. 

 

And now with the UT/UX, we'll further position ourselves across both the emerging markets as 

well as the developed markets. And then, of course, the Maximal product, which is also a low-

intensity product, but really driven with a different value proposition, particularly through the 

distribution channels that it enters the market to further allow us to penetrate in a complementary 

way the markets that our dealers serve. 

 

So these two together, the expansion of our global coverage as well as the increasing the range of 

our product down into low-intensity really put us in a position to attract and support a stronger 

distribution base. And this broader coverage, also coupled with our increasing efforts to support 

the dealers with additional engagement and additional tools, really allows us to effectively 

increase our participation on a global level. 

 

The other part of this and the other four items I want to talk to you about are within the context 

of connecting the transformative solutions that Rajiv is going to introduce to you shortly with the 

evolving business needs or that value-added space that David was referring to earlier. 

 

And really it's about leveraging a real, detailed and thorough understanding of the markets that 

we serve from an industry and an application level, having the processes to deploy those solution 

benefits and value propositions, doing so in a more direct way with the increasing complexity of 

our markets and our solutions in the buying process and then to encompass all of that with a 

digitally enabled buying process that helps us to control the customer experience throughout the 

engagement. 

 

And then finally, when we really talk about the emerging technologies that Rajiv will share 

shortly such as our fuel cell technology or telemetry, our automation, our operator-assist systems, 

it really takes a special commercialization process at this point in the game. And that's one of the 

key things that we're going to leverage from our success with telemetry going forward. 



 

So let me just talk about a few of these. The industry sales approach has really been about the 

journey we started a few years back to define all of our markets by specific industry segments 

and both those industry verticals, total of 25 industry verticals that we have been able to 

blueprint, defined specifically what the pain points are, what the solutions are to drive that, what 

the selling message and the value proposition is to the customer and how to message and 

approach the accounts with this message. Those have all been consolidated into playbooks that 

have been used to develop the approach across both our direct and our dealer sales teams. 

 

And with the success that we've had with that, now we're looking to proliferate that and expand 

that outside of just the North American market and outside of just the largest accounts into the 

some of the smaller accounts within those industries and across the European and the JAPIC 

markets as well. Furthermore, as we've really come to understand the industry, we've identified 

where we're playing strong and where we still have opportunities. Again, this represents here the 

North American market, where we do have a substantial share and presence in the market. 

 

Yet when we look at where that lies in the top accounts, which you see up there, which we say 

represent about 25% of the market, these are your very largest national level accounts and 

sometimes global accounts, very large in annual order quantity, very sophisticated buying 

process, a very clear understanding of their low cost of ownership and productivity equations. 

And it requires a very special approach. And we've been able to win that through direct selling 

through our national accounts team, and we hold a very significant market share in this area. 

 

If you look at the very bottom of this, and this is the smaller quantity purchases, which really are 

right in the sweet spot of our strong dealer network, where the relationship is important. The 

availability of the product is important. The tailored solutions are not quite as important. And our 

dealers are very successful and again, hold a very strong share there. What we identified is in 

that centerpiece, that 40% of the market that is really your larger accounts, but not full national 

accounts in all cases. 

 

We have, in the past, left that really to our dealers to win that business. And what we've come to 

find that over time, the sophistication of those buying process, the needs and specifically, the 

industry needs of those customers have not really been able to fulfill by our approach to the 

market. So what this represents here is a significant opportunity in a market where we already 

have a great presence to win additional share because it's right in the core of what we focus our 

industry strategy and solutions tools to win in. 

 

The next part of this is being able to increase our capability in actually participating. And this is 

about being able to effectively, both directly and through our dealers, to sell the value 

proposition to our end users. And so we talked about developing those strategy playbooks while 

deploying them through a formalized and standardized selling process, which we call a high-

impact process, which is really all about changing the conversation with our customers, focusing 

on the pain points, having several conversations with industry experts on our side and their key 

buyers, operators and decision-makers that really drives home the value before we even talk 

about the solution and ultimately getting to the solution, becoming a trusted partner in the 

equation versus the salesperson in the equation. 



 

We found this to be very successful and again, one of those processes that we're now 

proliferating. We've got most of our Americas direct sales team as well as most of our dealer 

sales people in the North American market trained to this process and executing on this process 

in the market. And now we're proliferating this to the European and the JAPIC markets as well. 

 

Part of this is capturing this whole selling process and managing this selling process in a digital 

system on the front end through our CRM system, which is not just a bolt-on CRM system. It's 

actually a very tailored system to what we're trying to drive, both from managing the pipeline as 

well as facilitating the steps and the conversations and the tools along the way. This system is 

actually designed as you enter the account defining the industry. It's prompting with the tools and 

the messaging and the materials that, that salesperson needs to win that account. 

 

And then there's a recognition that in today's consolidating markets and in the growth of the 

larger accounts and the sophistication of the buyers and decision-makers within the process, a 

better understanding of what their low cost of ownership, of productivity requirements are. It 

requires a different level of sales person. Now some of our dealers have this capability within 

their sales force. But the truth is, is that most do not possess that today. And so what we found is 

what's helped us command a very strong presence in the national or the largest accounts is 

having that direct expertise, in many cases, an industry expertise that we bring to the table to 

engage our customers. 

 

We find that the best way to do that in the near term to move the needle forward is to increase 

and redeploy internal resources to the direct selling, either actually directly engaging the 

customer upfront or being part of supporting and augmenting the dealer throughout the process 

to assure that they're equipped with the right materials, messages and expertise to properly 

engage. 

 

And then when we look at the fifth item, which is the deployment of the digital transformation. 

Again, David covered and I think he covered it fairly well. And I think Rajiv's going to touch on 

it as well is the back end, the smart and connected ecosystem, our ability to use the information 

that's generated from the forklift to greatly enhance the value proposition to the owner through 

the information that's gathered to drive their productivity and to manage their fleet. 

 

On the front end in today's world, we know that the buyers are going more and more into a 

digital buying process, where they're gathering most of their information, doing most of the steps 

at their buying process independent of any salesperson. And in order to capture that, what we've 

put together is a strategy to drive digital connectivity, both through our dealer and indirectly to 

our customer to one, put a face or a front to the customer that gives them a unified experience 

with our dealer and OEM, so they feel as if they're really dealing with the brand and not a 

separate dealer or an OEM. 

 

Two, it's about controlling that message in the value proposition. Today, we have a more and 

more sophisticated suite of solutions and offerings in a very tailored way to talk to our customers 

about that. And leaving this to chance or to the many different dealers and representatives we 

have out there is not the way we feel best to go to market. And so through a new web presence 



transformation, we're going to change the way our customers can engage with us, where they're 

going to be able to connect directly with Hyster-Yale to be able to learn about their industries 

through us, learn about those solutions and begin to see us as a trusted partner early on in the 

process. 

 

And then ultimately, to guide them through this process with a focus on helping them one, find 

us; working through them on the awareness and the consideration process; and ultimately, 

engaging them to select us. And then on the back end of it, through the service transformation 

initiatives and the continued touch points we have with them, to work with them to stay with us. 

 

And then the sixth point is really in the focus on how do we take these fantastic, new, 

transformative, emerging technologies and truly commercialize them. We know that there's a 

value proposition. We know there's a strong business case. But often, customers are tentative in 

that process and require a different type of engagement in order to make that commitment and 

then to realize the benefits on the back end. We've developed a process, a commercialization 

process in the deployment of our telemetry that's allowed us to do that. It really focuses on an 

education upfront. The full selling process, which includes helping them develop the business 

case internally to make that right decision. 

 

And then the commissioning process, which is really getting it set up for success and giving 

them the handholding through that process to make sure that they feel comfortable with it, and 

that it's deployed correctly. And then finally, giving them that 24/7 support network that allows 

them to feel cradled and feel safe in making a decision to work with us. 

 

So taking that process, we've now leveraged that up into what we call the emerging technologies 

group. We've now incorporated our automation and our motive power, which includes a suite of 

different energy options that we provide to our customers as well as the operator-assist system 

and other emerging technologies that are coming through the pipeline. This group will use this 

commercialization process to monetize and to grow our deployment of the emerging 

technologies. 

 

So in conclusion, we feel that we have, of course, the strong foundation in our core Lift Truck 

business that can support the growth of these initiatives and the deployment of these initiatives 

going forward. We have the processes in place that are formalized and part of our DNA in 

continuously improving and driving an operational excellence to be also leveraged up into our 

deployment of these new initiatives and technologies. We do have in place, and we're beginning 

to leverage the expanded global presence and the participation in the emerging markets, in 

particular, as well as launching and bringing to market very aggressively the low-intensity 

product and being advocates in selling this opportunity to get the right product at the right price 

for what we see as a much larger low-intensity market than we originally thought it would be. 

 

And then having the selling processes, both the industry focus, where we – by nature of this 

program are defining exactly what the consumer needs to having the processes to deliver that 

message and then having the commercialization process to take our emerging technologies to 

market with success over the next several years. 

 



So with that, I appreciate your attention, and I'm going to introduce Rajiv Prasad, our Chief 

Product and Operations Officer, who's going to talk to you about product and technology. 

 

<<Rajiv K. Prasad, Chief Product and Operations Officer>> 

 

Thanks, Tony. Good morning. So as Tony said, I'm Rajiv Prasad. I lead our product and 

operational groups within the company. So I'm going to cover two key areas. The first one is 

product, and I'm going to talk about four areas that we are transforming the product range. The 

first one is around how to use modularity and scalability to support mass customization. The 

second area is around electrification, how we are accelerating the path to electrify our products to 

support sustainability as well as low cost of ownership. The third area is how we're evolving 

some of our other product ranges such as our warehouse range and big trucks. And finally, talk 

about our footprint on how we intend to optimize the footprint, evolve it to support these new 

products. 

 

And the second part, I'll talk about the technologies that are accelerating our journey towards a 

more connected solution. And there are five technologies that I will touch on. It's – they've all 

been mentioned with earlier presenters. But I'll talk more about how it's being done and what the 

value proposition is for our customers and for us. 

 

So the first area is supporting operators to be more productive and safe. The second area is 

around this – David talked about the transformation that's going on with e-commerce, and a key 

part of e-commerce is order picking, so how we're supporting that process. The third area is 

around automation. It's a big part of our future followed by telemetry. You've heard about 

connected systems, the IoT, Internet of Things and how our telemetry support – system supports 

that as well as this connected digital ecosystem. And finally, I'll touch on how today, we're 

enhancing our electrified solution with the products that are in the field. So that's what I intend to 

talk about. 

 

So we'll start with probably the most important transformation we're creating in our company at 

the moment. And that is this idea of using a modular, scalable architecture for our product range 

to create a custom – perfect solution for our customers for the work they want to do. And the 

case for this is very simple, if you can understand what the customer wants to do in their 

application, the productivity they need, figure out a way to create a truck that perfectly matches 

that productivity. Invariably, that will give you the lowest cost of ownership for that customer. 

So how do you do that? And how do you do that without driving complexity and cost through the 

roof? 

 

Well we – our two key elements to that is modularizing our platforms and then having scalable 

systems that can create the right truck for the right cost for our customers by having the right 

systems at right cost. So I'll dig more into this but the value proposition that we create has two 

elements to it; the productivity, which is the work that our customers want to do; and the 

denominator is the lowest possible cost of ownership. But cost of ownership is quite a 

complicated equation. It's made up of all these factors you've heard before that operator cost is a 

significant part of running a truck along with fuel cost, service and repair, and ultimately, how 



you buy the truck. Whether you buy it and depreciate it or lease it or rent it. Whatever method 

you use, as it turns out, that's not the biggest part of running a forklift truck. 

 

And you can see these elements. We break them down into just taking the operator, for instance. 

There’s a lot of work going on, and you’ll see this in improving the productivity of the operator 

and the truck combination. 

 

But ultimately, you can automate the track and eliminate the operator, reducing the cost of 

ownership. Similarly, you can improve internal combustion engine powertrains to be more fuel 

efficient. But ultimately, we know that electrifying a truck is a path to providing the lowest cost 

of ownership for our customer. So those are the elements that we’re focused in on in trying to 

create the right value proposition for our customers. 

 

We launched a process about four years or five years ago that wanted to better understand what 

our customers were doing. It was called the application center process. We’ve talked about that 

on previous sessions, but this was the process that we developed. It started with understanding 

what the customer was trying to do, the work they wanted to do. We would send people in who 

would then understand the requirements of the application in terms of numerical values, the 

distance they want to travel, the height they wanted to lift, the mass they wanted to lift and how 

they wanted to lift it. 

 

And using those metrics, you could then develop some alternative solutions for them. What is the 

right fit solution for this work? Once those solutions were developed, you could assess it against 

those requirements and select the best for that customer and then configure that solution. As we 

dug deeper into it, we found out, and that’s – that customers had very varied requirement. You 

think about a steel mill that’s running 24/7 in a hot, dusty climate with heavy loads, lots of heat 

around the product versus – Tony talked about a garden center, right, very different requirement 

very different product solutions. 

 

So our first step in doing that was to create these products dedicated. So this is – was our 

premium product that really looks after that high productivity, intense kind of application. And 

recently, we’ve put in our – in a low-intensity product range. So the way we solve this problem 

initially was really create platforms that supported these various intensity of requirement. And 

then we found a way to configure the right power solutions for them. But ultimately, that’s 

suboptimal, because you have to decide what sort of capacity you’re going to put in for each of 

these solutions. 

 

Ultimately, we believe that these solutions need to come from a common platform. And so that’s 

the path we are in right now. We’re designing a set of new platforms that have these 

characteristics. It’s a common truck platform that can create the variation that our customers 

need off that platform by having modular interfaces. So we’ve divided the truck into a number of 

modules then set the rules for interface, how these interface with their adjacent modules. We’ve 

set some rules on how you package components within it and the scalability of those components 

and how the modules go together. 

 



So once we did that, we’ve basically had an almost indefinite variability in the solution we could 

create. It’s pretty difficult to do. But once you’ve done it, it gives you a huge amount of 

flexibility. And so this is what our teams are designing at the moment. We’re just in the process 

of building the initial prototypes, and this is progressing very successfully. But that’s – the 

modularity is part of it. So here’s our new truck covered up. We’ll see that next year. 

 

And so the modularity is a key enabler, but without scalability, you’d still not be able to have this 

infinite configuration. So the ability to have systems that go from low cost to high function. And 

kind of on the other axis, you want to be able to go from low capacity, so 1.5-ton trucks up to 

3.5-ton trucks. So you want both of those functional capability as well as capacity scalability. 

And then you want to be able to configure the primary systems. So here, an example is the power 

system to, again, create that variation. 

 

What do you get out of this process? The most important thing is you get a perfect fit solution for 

an application a customer has. But at the same time, that same platform gives you much many 

more ways to configure a truck for all the customers that we have out there at less cost and 

actually less complexity. And that’s the value proposition of this platform development and the 

transformation we’re going through is if you can create the right solution for your customer, you 

gain market share, you sell the trucks at the right margin, and you create value for the customer 

and for our stakeholders. So that’s the driver behind this program. 

 

And here’s just an example of how the configuration would work. So you can see the primary 

systems is low cost from high function. This goes quite a bit across. This is just an example, and 

you can go and pick systems from any variation point and connect them together to create the 

right truck for that application. And when you actually look at that solution, you’ll have the right 

system for the function that needs to be done. It’ll be at the right cost and ultimately, it’s what 

the customer needs. So that’s a big transformation. It’s going to go across all of our platforms. It 

started with the counterbalance trucks, but ultimately, this strategy will go across all the products 

we make, very key for us. 

 

The next area of transformation is electrification. It’s a very simple equation. The electric 

technology has improved significantly to allow us the productivity solutions that we need. So 

high-productivity trucks can be now created using the right electric motors, the inverters and the 

power solutions. So the big drivers are things like AC technology, high-voltage solutions, along 

with hydrogen fuel cells or lithium-ion batteries or lead acid battery depending on the application 

you happen to have. 

 

But we know from our data that if you can electrify a application, let’s say, move it from internal 

combustion engine to electric, the first thing you’ll do is make a more sustainable solution. 

You’ll not be using carbon fuel. But also, we know, it’s a lower cost of operation solution. When 

you go to electric, your overall efficiency is higher, and also the service and repair costs are 

lower. So we know it’s a good thing to do from a cost of ownership point of view. 

 

So step one was to make the trucks more productive. Step two is using some of these advanced 

power systems such as lithium-ion batteries and fuel cell to start changing the architecture of the 

truck. So here is that more traditional electric truck, very good truck, very productive. But the 



way it’s configured, this is where the battery goes. It’s a nice kind of box that goes in with lead 

acid batteries in there. But we imagined a truck with a different power solution. This one has 

lithium-ion batteries, and we can, in fact, package all the lithium-ion batteries underneath the 

floor, and the controllers, all the electronics is up here. 

 

And you can see what it can do for the operator. Ergonomics is greatly improved, more 

headroom, easier to get in and out of. Many of these applications are operators are on and off the 

truck 20, 30 times an hour. So all of this facilitates it. You can fast charge it using a fast charging 

system. And it gives you the right solution for certain applications. So this truck will be launched 

again in 2020, and it will be a start of our integrated electric solutions. So this is a small truck. 

This is one of the biggest trucks we make. So this is a container handler, lifts 42-ton laden 

containers. And we’re electrifying this, too. 

 

And this is going on right now. In fact, Lucien will show a video of one of the early ones. And 

the way we’re doing this is we’re changing the powertrain, pulling the engine out, transmission 

out, replacing it with high-voltage motor drive systems and electronics to control it. And then the 

power is coming from lead acid – lithium-ion batteries at the bottom. And you can see the 

cylinders, that’s the hydrogen. And you can see these engines on the side, those are fuel cell 

engines. 

 

In fact, one of them is just outside. I don’t know if you saw it when you came in, but I would 

encourage you to have a look at it. It’s our 45-kilowatt engine, and two of those go into this 

truck. And the way this functions is the lithium-ion battery is used to drive the motors. So you 

can take all the high loads and the dynamics of both pulling power as well as returning power 

when it’s regenerating. But the fuel cell acts as an onboard generator and keeps generating – 

charging the lithium-ion batteries. So it’s what we call a series hybrid. 

 

This truck will be at a L.A. port next year going through trials with a customer. So not only are 

we electrifying small trucks but really larger truck, and our ultimate aim is the complete range of 

trucks that we make. So that’s two of the transformations that we’ve talked about. The third one 

is just upgrading the products we have. You’ve heard how important warehouse products are, 

especially this truck here, which is our end rider. It’s used for order picking and also for 

horizontal travel in large warehouses. We’ve just released a new version of this truck. Excellent 

ergonomics, we’ve increased the side of – the way this functions is the operator stands here, uses 

this to control the truck and the pallets, of course, go here. 

 

And it can move out 10, 12 to 14 miles per hour depending on – so it’s quite a productive truck. 

Now the ergonomics are excellent. We put new software features in, so it’s much easier to 

control this truck. It kind of slows down in corners. Customers love it. So that’s a key evolution 

that we’ve made in using electronics and software as well as basic ergonomics development to 

create the right truck for the right solution. 

 

Taking a similar approach with our new reach truck that will come out in 2020. It goes all the 

way from a retail version of the truck, again for low productivity usage inside stores all the way 

up to a high productivity one used in logistics, food, warehousing and so forth. Again, has some 

excellent features, there’s leadership in terms of visibility, productivity as well as cost of 



ownership. And as I said, this will be released in 2020. It’s going through customer trials right 

now. 

 

In Europe, you can see we’ve taken a modular, scalable approach here. You can – these are all 

cousins on the similar platform of Class 3 trucks. Majority of these are out now, some are still in 

development, but they take a modular, scalable approach with common components. Our big 

truck range, we’re upgrading the products, and there’s emission control being applied to these 

trucks. 

 

The next one is in Europe starting next year with Tier 5 solution when you’re literally not putting 

anything out of the tailpipe now. You’re capturing all the emissions, burning it inside the truck. 

So we need to add new engines. While we’re doing that, we’re upgrading the powertrain to 

improve the efficiency of these trucks. But it’s not just about the engine. We’re changing the 

environment for the operator and putting a new cabin for better occupant ergonomics as well as 

productivity, software productivity solutions. 

 

I touched on electrification, talked about this big truck moving to lithium-ion and fuel cells, but 

this is also a 16-ton truck. And this is all electric, lithium-ion batteries and electric – high-voltage 

electric powertrain. This truck will also go into an L.A. port for trials next year. And then 

globalization for our big trucks. So this is a low-intensity truck that we’re developing with a 

partner in India. It’ll be manufactured there for global use as well as taking our port equipment 

solution today produced in our Netherlands facility but also localizing it in China at the Hyster-

Yale Maximal location to give us the right footprint for our customers there. 

 

The last area I wanted to touch on is you’ve heard about these products that we’re developing. 

Well here’s our manufacturing footprint. We’re going to transform every location on here to take 

this new modular, scalable solution, which does have a pretty large impact on our production 

facility, making it more efficient to – and cost effective to produce these trucks. It will start next 

year, second half of next year, in our Ireland Craigavon facility, where we’ll launch our 2- to 3.5-

ton truck. In 2021, we’ll modify our Berea, Kentucky facility. And then on it will go through 

2022 and 2023, launching the other variations across the world as well as on other product line 

and platforms. 

 

To go with the footprint – this footprint, we also have a supply chain that’s very global, 

especially leveraging low-cost sourcing. But in this process, we’re learning from what we went 

through that Ken will talk to you about, some challenges with our supply chain to increase the 

resiliency and robustness of our supply chain. So not only are we getting the right cost for our 

customers, but in the process, increasing the resiliency of our supply chain. 

 

So that’s the product section. I’ll move on to technology and talk about the technology 

accelerators that we’re adding to our products to create solutions that our customers are looking 

for. The trends that David talked about, we all experience it in – within our own operation as 

well as our customers’ operation. And the way we are addressing those are these technological 

accelerators that we’re putting in place to assist our customers and ourselves, our own 

operations. But the key driver for that I want to come back to is the work we do, and we do – 

we’re moving pallets. We’re moving containers using Bolzoni attachment. We’re moving odd-



shaped objects like paper rolls or appliances and things like the blade for a – in a windmill that 

you can see here. That’s the blade for a windmill that’s being moved by a reach stacker. 

 

So that’s the work we do. And in the past, historically, our focus has been how do we make our 

truck and the operator on the truck more productive. I mean that was our mission. Get the right 

productivity on the truck, get the right ergonomics on the truck to support the operators so they 

could be more productive throughout the shift. Our focus is now moving on for what we call this 

little P, little productivity, the big P, which is really operational productivity. 

 

Both Tony and David have talked about this idea that our truck is connected. It knows what’s 

going on. We can actually see how the truck is being used using telemetry in our customers’ 

operation. So how can we help them be more productive in what they’re trying to do, not just 

around the truck, but their mission overall. And we’re using all these technologies to assist with 

that. 

 

So the first area I want to talk – and I want to just give you these examples to give you a sense 

for how value is being created in this area. So this is operator-assist. Our customers are more and 

more concerned about the worker safety, worker compensation, they have to worry about. But 

also, this concern about operators gets them to make suboptimal decisions about productivity, 

such as they’ll just set a speed limit, independent of anything else or set restriction, productivity-

related restriction around certain parts of their operation, which brings their productivity down. 

 

So what we – we started working with certain customers and started very simply by putting 

object-detection systems in so that they could detect impending incidents, either with people or 

other objects in the operation where the lift truck was operating. Soon, we felt that, "Hey, we’re 

knowing where the lift trucks are." Knowing the location of the lift truck will assist with that so 

you can have some foresight. So we added that. Then the concern was – well, we have some 

operators who are very experienced, and they know how to handle the lift trucks. But more and 

more, we’re seeing a churn with our lift truck operators, and we’d like to have something that 

can assist inexperienced operators. And so we put a dynamic stability system into our trucks. 

 

And then you can put all of this together and almost get the truck to look around corners and see 

what’s coming next and then take actions preemptively. So you can see how much value you can 

create for the customer in this process. And of course, that improves their productivity and brings 

their costs down as well as creates opportunity for us in terms of share and margin. So that’s a 

good example. Similarly, in order picking, more and more people want to outsource order 

picking. You used to go to stores and pick up your objects that you’re buying. Now you want 

Amazon to do it for you. 

 

So we’re seeing a huge rise in this area. And again, there’s a desire for productivity 

improvement. So this is how order picking takes place. And there’s a pallet that’s being loaded 

from the racks. We made things a little easier by now being able to utilize two or three levels at 

the rack because the operator’s on a lifting platform. Well, that was – that improved productivity. 

Then we said, "Hey, look, the operator can command a truck to move using a remote control or a 

voice command, and the truck will move by itself. In fact, can go around obstacles so that the 

operator is less and less in the – on and off the truck, improving productivity." And then you go, 



"All right." Well, the location system we actually had can help get the operator to the right place 

in the warehouse more efficiently, so that will improve productivity. So you can see how even 

these are almost modular and scalable systems that can be put together to improve productivity 

for our customers. 

 

But the ultimate in this is automation. I think David talked about the fact that you can take a 

$25,000 truck and add automation to it and create a very high-value, $100,000-plus solution for 

our customer. And the ROI for them is excellent because now they eliminate two operators on a, 

let’s say, a two-shift operation, and it pays back within 18 months. So what we’ve done to get 

started is partnered up with a couple of partners, Balyo, who is a French company, to mainly do 

horizontal solutions with them, and JBT, John Bean Technologies automation solution for 

vertical solutions on our reach truck. 

 

Been successful with key customers with this, but we feel ultimately, these things need to get 

integrated into our truck. And we’ve launched a program internally called internally to develop 

automation, which is focusing on using automotive technology to create the next generation of 

automotive solutions. And that’s in development. It will come out in 2021, would be used in our 

own factories first to support the new platforms that I talked about, but then will be marketed 

widely. So that’s automation. 

 

Telemetry. I want to use this as an example of how when you offer these solutions that can get 

traction with customers, what happens to the business case for it and the importance to our 

business. So here, you can see, we launched telemetry in 2013, sold a few hundred units, learned 

a lot about telemetry. And you can see, continuously, we have improved our telemetry solution 

as we’ve learned more and more about what customers expect from this system. And you can 

see, in parallel, annual sales of this has risen. 

 

So you heard we sold 94,000 trucks that we make. Well, in North America, it was around 56,000 

trucks, and 20,000 of those in 2019 will have telemetry systems fitted to them. And that’s a great 

advantage for us. So Tony said, "Hey, we had a different thought about this idea of utility trucks, 

these low-end trucks." And now we have this thought about low-intensity trucks. Where did that 

come from? Well, it’s about usage data. So if you actually look at our usage data, you see that 

there’s a large portion of our customer base that uses trucks less than 1,000 hours a year. And so 

that is giving us data that we can now use to help our customers create the right solution for them 

as well as the right business proposition for us. 

 

The last area I’ll touch on is just back to electrification and what are we doing today. As Tony 

said, we have a group, that’s the emerging technologies group, which is starting to look at motive 

power. And what they’re looking at is what is the right energy solution for our customers and 

how do we integrate it – easily integrate it into truck. In the past, when you selected a lithium-ion 

solution or a fuel cell solution, you had to add all sorts of things to the truck to integrate it. But 

what we’ve done over the last year or two years is really modify the way the truck accepts these 

new power sources and interacts with the smart power that’s on the truck, such as what the fuel 

left is as well as how it starts and stops. So it’s a deeper integration into our truck, which will 

promote, and is already promoting, more electrification. 

 



With that, I would like to hand over to Colin to bring all the things that you’ve heard on the Lift 

Truck side together. 

 

<<Colin Wilson, President and Chief Executive Officer, Hyster-Yale Group>> 

 

Thank you, Rajiv. So we’re coming to the conclusion of Phase 1 of the agenda. We’ve focused 

on our Lift Truck business. I went through the six strategies for growth at the beginning of the 

meeting, and what we’ve really covered this morning are the first four strategies, which are the 

ones focused on the Lift Truck business. And you’ve heard from Rajiv and from Tony about all 

of the initiatives on the right-hand side. 

 

If you think about those initiatives, take the one we’ve just heard from Rajiv, modularity and 

mass customization, by being able to specifically tailor a truck to meet the customers’ needs, the 

exact solution for that customer, for sure, on the left-hand side, delivers – be the leader in the 

delivery of industry and customer-focused solutions. Also, we’re specifying the truck to exactly 

match the customers’ productivity needs, our cost needs, not more truck, not less truck, which 

helps to deliver the second one on this list. 

 

Modularity and mass customization provides the opportunity for our distribution to sell the 

appropriate truck at the right price to make the right margin on that truck. So certainly, it’s 

supporting the growth in our distribution network. And one thing that really wasn’t mentioned in 

Rajiv’s presentation is this modularity and mass customization, even for the new platform, 

which, by the way, we’ll be launching in the middle of 2020 in our European plant and then be 

fully rolled out over the course of the next 12 months or so. The reversions of that truck 

manufactured in our Chinese plant and in our Brazil plant and in our plants around the world. So 

modularity and mass customization is going to go all the way down, maybe with some 

modifications, into what we call the low-intensity segment. 

 

Direct customer engagement, Tony went through that, and distribution enhancement. And for 

sure, by doing those things, we’re getting, again, the two on the right, helping to deliver the 

strategies on the left. Direct customer engagement and distribution enhancement, making sure we 

get our message across to the customers in terms of solutions, in terms of the right solution to 

provide lowest cost of ownership or enhanced productivity for customers. Electrification, a key 

trend highlighted by Rajiv, again, helps to deliver the strategies that we have on the left-hand 

side. 

 

And the last one I’ll touch on is global sourcing because global sourcing isn’t just on the supply 

chain side to us. We look at global sourcing as, we’re going to be providing trucks from around 

the world to suit the markets. Our philosophy for a long time has been manufacture in the market 

of sale, but then taking specialized products and manufacturing the main focus plants, for 

example, what we do in Nijmegen with our big trucks. Now with our low-intensity truck, we’re 

doing the same thing for low-intensity out of China. 

 

Now one point I want to emphasize is low-intensity does not mean low-margin. It might mean 

low-margin selling in China, where the competition is very, very tough, but we can manufacture 

that truck in a low-cost country and export it around the world to high-quality product, carries a 



Hyster-Yale name with all the Hyster-Yale support and we make very attractive margins by 

doing that. So I don’t want anybody thinking low intensity means low margin. Low profitability 

is actually quite the opposite. And then by having that low intensity truck on which we make 

good margins, it also allows us to reposition the other products in our product range, which is 

amplified with the new modular and scalable product that Rajiv is talking about, again, to 

position our trucks from a pricing point of view to be able to attract more attractive margins than 

we’ve been enjoying in the recent past. 

 

The other thing about these – all of these initiatives – so that they create a flywheel effect 

themselves because they’re not discrete initiatives. Success in one means we’ll have greater 

success in another. And so e-commerce and China sourcing and distribution engagement and 

automation and going all the way around the flywheel. As we execute on these initiatives, most 

of which are happening now, and certainly, all of which will be happening over the next couple 

of years, as we succeed in one, it really helps to garner greater success in the other initiatives, all 

helping to deliver. We’ve got a little bit of pixelation going on here, but all helping to deliver the 

strategies on the right-hand side of the chart. 

 

And again, we see some step changes happening in our operating profit structure as we – this 

isn’t sort of a – we’re not looking at incremental tenths of a percent movement as we – the low-

intensity truck, we’ve just started to trickle those trucks into the market. They’ll be coming in 

much, much larger quantities in 2020. Again, lot of excitement around the world, as we launch 

the new modular and scalable platform, we see that offering step change opportunities in terms 

of profitability. And a lot of the things that Tony and Rajiv went through as we execute on those 

initiatives, we do see these having a transformational impact on our performance. 

 

We often get asked by the investment community, well, when will you get to the 7%? And we’ve 

avoided giving a particular date, but we do see a combination of all the things that we’re working 

on and executing at this moment in time, helping to march us towards that number over the next 

few years. We – David emphasized the – and Tony emphasized the – we have a solid core 

business. We got all these new offerings coming along in the 2020 to 2023 time frame. We’re 

doing a lot of things from an e-commerce perspective and a digital perspective, focused on, we 

call them technology accelerators. And then really, a big theme we’ve had thus far is we are in a 

market that offers a significant opportunity for value, value extraction, and we’re focusing on 

those high-volume, high-value, extracting opportunities. 

 

So with that, we’re going to – we’re right on time. We’re going to take a 10-minute stretch 

break, a bathroom break. We’ll come back at – well, why don’t we come back at 10:15, and then 

we’ll do a Q&A on Part 1 of the agenda. So 10:15? 

 

<<Christina Kmetko, Investor Relations>> 

 

Yes, 10:15. And also, just a quick item. The backpacks on the back of your chairs are yours to 

take. So I know some people have had to leave early. So if you need to leave, I just want 

everybody to know that those are yours. We’ll see you back here at 10:15. 

 

[Break] 



 

<<Christina Kmetko, Investor Relations>> 

 

All right, everybody. If you could take your seats, we’re getting ready to start the Q&A program. 

We will stop right at 10:35, so that we can start the second half of our presentation. But so far, 

everything has gone very well. Well, thank you to the four gentlemen upfront, and David, for 

your presentations this morning. I’m going to start with a question for the group, and then, 

hopefully, open up the questions to the rest of the audience. How big do you think the 

automation and telematics markets – oh, sorry, can get? And what were those – what will those 

do to your bottom line? 

 

<<Alfred M. Rankin, Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer>> 

 

Rajiv, maybe you could amplify on some of your comments in your presentation on those 

subjects. 

 

<<Rajiv K. Prasad, Chief Product and Operations Officer>> 

 

Sure. So let me just take the automation first. From the work we are doing right now – is coming 

across that automation is best suited to multishift operations. So I think the opportunity over the 

next five years or so will be in that area, and that’s somewhere around one-third of our sales, to 

multishift operation customers where automation will make sense with the type of trucks that 

customers buy. So we see a pretty large market for automation, and that’s why we have the work 

going on internally to – for a deeper integration of automation systems into our product line. 

 

As far as the bottom line’s concerned, as you – as I said, the revenue side of it is excellent. I 

mean it does improve a lot of value. And as we get the automation solution better and more and 

more cost effective, especially utilizing automotive-type solutions, we think there’ll be a big 

value proposition for our customers as well as good margin opportunities for us. 

 

Now the telemetry. As you’ve seen, telemetry is really evolving very rapidly. Our next 

generation of telemetry that will come out with the reach truck is a much more integrated 

solution. In fact, the telemetry software is distributed throughout the truck, and all you have 

showing a telemetry device is a smart antenna, which just has the antenna as well as the modem 

and the GPS integrated within it. So I think apart from the most commodity products we have, 

such as our walkies, I think in the period that we are talking about, telemetry will be standard on 

those product lines. And in fact, it’s already standard on our big trucks. 

 

<<Christina Kmetko, Investor Relations>> 

 

Great. Thank you. I want to remind everybody, you can raise your hand for a question. We have 

two mics here. We’ll bring them up. If you want to submit one online, please send it to 

ir@hyster-yale.com, and put in the subject line, Investor Day Question. 

 

Q&A 

 



<Q – Brett Kearney>: Hi, good morning. Brett Kearney with Gabelli Funds. Question on how 

important the parts business is to the company, what the margin profile is of that piece of the 

business. And then how you think about that as it relates to some of the strategic investments 

you’re doing, electrification and more fuel cell-driven vehicles – I’m sorry, trucks, and how that 

potentially impacts the parts piece of the business. 

 

<A – Alfred M. Rankin>: Colin, why don’t we start with you on answering that question, and 

maybe Rajiv can pick up some at the end? 

 

<A – Colin Wilson>: Sure. The parts business is very important to our business in terms of 

overall profitability. We have a very high capture rate on parts that we sell for the trucks that are 

in the field. Clearly, we have some proprietary parts in our product. I think that will increase as 

we move to the new modular and scalable product but probably decrease on the low-intensity 

trucks coming out of our factory in China, and that’s why it’s so important we can make money 

on those trucks at the initial sale. 

 

Again, we really – as far as our distribution network is concerned, they’re servicing, I can’t 

remember the exact percentage, but let’s just say, 75%, they’re providing the parts for the trucks 

in the field. The other 25% maybe is done by companies doing their own service, who may 

source parts, at some risk, from the well fitters. But clearly, we work very hard at making sure 

that our dealers, as they’re servicing their trucks, we give them no reason to want to source from 

anywhere else. And so again, we have very high capture rate and a very good margin structure 

coming from that. 

 

<A – Rajiv K. Prasad>: As far as electrification is concerned, if you take electric versus an ICE 

truck, the primary difference is, obviously, the drivetrain. You’ve got the engine and 

transmission that you’re replacing with the motor and controllers. And in that portion, there is 

less serviceability, less parts required. But the rest of the truck, which is hydraulic systems and 

structural systems, the part usage is about the same. So we think a lift truck – an electric lift truck 

versus ICE, there’s about one-third less parts opportunities. 

 

But at the same time, as you’re seeing, you think about an ICE truck, we – apart from servicing 

that truck, we have very little else to offer in that value chain because we don’t make oil or LP or 

distribute it. But as you can see, on the electric side, what we’re doing is getting more 

consciously going after the – understanding and then capturing more of the advanced electric 

power solutions, such as fuel cells. You’ll hear about Nuvera solution. That’s fully us, and that 

requires some maintenance as well as the lithium-ion system, where we’re developing our own 

battery management systems and so forth. So we will capture more of the value chain with 

electric – advanced electric solutions. 

 

<A – Colin Wilson>: I think you can call it an aftermarket product because the other thing we’re 

doing is trying to monetize data, the data that we capture on the trucks. As we sell a telemetry 

solution, we’re getting monthly fees from the customer for the use of the service, and again, the 

opportunity of monetizing the information that we’re getting to help to optimize the operation of 

the truck. And again, as we look all the way across the type of things we’re doing, it’s – there is 

enhanced opportunities to create value. 



 

<A – Rajiv K. Prasad>: Yes. I think the other piece I’ll touch on is an increasing trend with our 

customers. They don’t want anything to worry about. So we have a fleet management solution 

that we can sell our customers, which is there’s a certain cost per hour that they pay. And that’s 

the full limit on their liability for the usage of the truck. So as our trucks become more efficient, 

that would be the right value proposition, both for our customers as well as us. 

 

<A – Alfred M. Rankin>: So keep in mind, at a somewhat broader and higher level perspective, 

that the units themselves, for a broad portion of our product line, do not generate a lot of 

profitability for our dealers or, in some cases, for us, that the real profit lies in the parts business. 

That’s a – and the larger the population, as we pointed out earlier in the presentations, the more 

parts business you have. That’s particularly important from a competitive point of view because 

a newcomer to the business, by definition, has no population in the field. They don’t have the 

parts business to sustain the very large capital investment that’s required to support the units 

business. 

 

And from the dealer’s point of view, the dealer also gets to take advantage of that installed base. 

The dealer typically doesn’t make – breaks even or makes a little bit of money on the units 

business and then makes the majority of its money in the parts and service business. So it’s – in 

addition to being profitable, it’s a very large competitive advantage to have a large installed base 

relative to your competitors. 

 

<Q – Dan Carroll>: Dan Carroll from Inherent Group. Can you talk a little bit about the expected 

scale of your electrification shift in terms of if you’re – whatever percentage ICE versus lead 

acid versus lithium-ion versus fuel cell now, where you might expect that to go over the next few 

years? 

 

<A – Alfred M. Rankin>: Sure. 

 

<A – Rajiv K. Prasad>: Alfred, I’ll take that. Yes. So if you look at – so what are the constraints 

around the ICE in a product range is being driven by emissions, and the cost of emissions is 

going up, as well as in a lot of customers that are concerned about the sustainability of that 

solution. So we expect the transition to continue. I mean it’s happening at a moderate rate. We 

think it will accelerate as more and more stringent emission controls affect our customers. 

Because it’s not just the cost. It does affect the usability, especially for low-intensity users, so we 

will see an acceleration towards electrification. And also, as more advanced power solutions 

become available, I think that will also be an accelerant. 

 

To give you an example on the ports, there’s a lot of discussion going on within the port 

community and the local authorities that are around them to make those electric-only and not to 

force you to fire in the future because of just the emission they emit once a ship comes in. So we 

think it will accelerate from where we are today. 

 

<A – Colin Wilson>: As far as the split is concerned, I think lithium is certainly taking over from 

lead-acid batteries. But it’s not a sort of an either or. It’s both, when you look at fuel cells, I 

mean the benefit of a fuel cell, providing electrification is it’s available 24/7. There’s no 



charging time. So if you’ve got a heavy-duty application operating multiple shifts, lowest-cost 

solution, highest-productivity solution is the fuel-cell solution. And we’ll talk about that during 

Lucien’s presentation a little bit later. So as Rajiv said, we see electric demand increasing over 

time. We see demand for lithium ion continue to increase, demand for lead acid going down and 

the demand for fuel cells increasing quite significantly in the heavy-duty applications. 

 

<A – Alfred M. Rankin>: And it’s useful to put those trends into the perspective that Rajiv 

outlined in terms of the modular and scalable product lines that we’re designing because similar 

sizes of product are being built in the same plant under that concept. And that means that you 

have a modular flexibility to change from internal combustion engine, to electric, to fuel cell. 

Whatever the customer is demanding, it’s all being built on the same product line in a highly 

efficient way, and we’re relatively neutral. We have the capability to do that. We’re not building 

specialized capacity for each of these different power solutions as we look forward with this 

modular and scalable concept. 

 

I don’t need a mic. 

 

<A – Alfred M. Rankin>: We have people on the webcast, sorry. 

 

<Q>: That’s too bad. The – you’ve got the target EBITDA margins, operating profit margins. 

You’re going to try to increase revenues by $1 billion and increase operating profits by $220 

million, and your parts business is probably extraordinarily profitable. Where are you losing the 

money? Is it new product launches? Is it the new market launches? And how much will you – do 

you share with the investment community about how much you lose money and where you’re 

losing it? 

 

<A – Alfred M. Rankin>: Well, we really aren’t losing money. I don’t think that’s quite the way 

to think about it. The real importance is the economy and scale structure in the business. And 

wherever you are, if you can produce more, you tend to make, on the margin, a very high 

variable contribution in our businesses. So that’s really the key to it. 

 

<Q>: If you’re making that kind of profit on parts, that’s significant. And you are making $72 

million. Demand doesn’t have that volume. 

 

<A – Alfred M. Rankin>: Well, I think it does. Because if you look at the parts business or the 

units business itself, that’s the part that’s going to expand in terms of volume. We haven’t 

discussed the long-term impact out five – four, five, six years of the additional parts volume that 

comes from selling the increased number of units as you drive the volume up. So what we’re 

doing is really taking a pretty stable amount of aftermarket business and then leveraging the unit 

business on top of that. 

 

Now one of the advantages is that, we would hope, in the next cycle, beyond that, which we 

really haven’t talked about, that you would get the additional leverage of added parts volume to 

go along with that and see margins that, on average, over the cycle, we’re at 7% instead of the 

7% that we’re shooting for kind of at the peak of this cycle. 

 



<A – Colin Wilson>: In part 2, Ken Schilling, our CFO, will come up and basically take you 

through a lot of the math behind to answer your question. And then if Ken doesn’t answer your 

question in his presentation, then maybe we could visit it again in the second Q&A. 

 

<Q>: Maybe just on that point, could you – James Maxwell, Tocqueville. Maybe on that point, 

could you help size some of the investments that you’re making, either in the low-intensity 

product line, the emerging market investment, the technology investments, the electrification 

investments? What are the big ones? And any color you can provide on how many millions of 

dollars or anything like that? 

 

<A – Colin Wilson>: Somewhat maybe again, so Ken’s going to go through – you’ll see the 

curves on how we are changing our R&D spend as well as our capital investment over the next – 

over the last few years and including 2019. And I think you’ll be able to strongly see the trend 

doing these new platforms as well as the technology, how we’re investing in that and to what 

extent. 

 

<A – Alfred M. Rankin>: So maybe I could add a little bit to that. I should say if you think about 

it as a couple of bubbles that are going through the system, one of the bubbles is the investment 

we’ve made in direct coverage and enhancing our distribution network. That has an effect on the 

GS&A levels. And in effect, what we’ve done is to raise those levels so that they’re in line with 

the volumes that we expect in the future from the enhanced share position and total volumes. 

 

The second bubble is really the expense of developing the new modular and scalable product 

platforms. That bubble is going through the system right now. We have very heavy upfront 

expenses, then we’ll be introducing those products beginning next year. And we would expect 

that the level of R&D going through the system, again, would be stabilized, and the volumes 

would go up. That, of course, is complemented by a third area, which is the level of capital 

investment that’s required to put these new modular and scalable products in place. We are 

shifting some of the manufacturing locations and consolidating them to implement the modular 

approach. That requires some modest expansion, but nevertheless, expensive, in two of our 

counterbalance product plants in Berea, Kentucky and Craigavon, Northern Ireland. So again, 

there’s kind of a bubble of capital expense associated with these future products. 

 

So all of that is going through. And then what I think Ken will explain when he goes through the 

financials is that as you come out of that process, we expect that the added volume will be what 

drives the profitability off the back of that stabilized SG&A level. At the same time, we put in 

place the low-intensity capacity capability, which is going to greatly enhance our ability to 

provide the right customer solutions not only in the emerging markets, but as Tony pointed out 

significantly in the developed markets. Far more of those markets than have been properly 

served are able to be served with the low-intensity trucks that we now have, the right kind of 

product line to provide a better, more cost-effective solution for our customers there. 

 

All of that is happening now in anticipation of the increased volumes and the enhanced product 

margins that are coming from some of the development of new products that we’ve been putting 

in place. 

 



<A – Colin Wilson>: We have time for one more question before we move to. 

 

<Q – Joseph Mondillo>: Joe Mondillo, Sidoti & Company. One of the differences between your 

company and a lot of your competitors is that you do not own your dealerships whereas a lot of 

your competition does. Can you talk about any disadvantages or advantages to have that kind of 

a model versus your competitor? And how does that affect your strategy of going after share 

gains and such? 

 

<A – Alfred M. Rankin>: Let me comment on that in the first instance, and then perhaps others 

will want to comment on it. We feel that the strategy we’re taking positions us to effectively 

offer the products that we need to offer. We can really build our volumes off the back of that 

and, I think, avoid some of the issues that you’ve raised. But Colin, maybe you’d like to 

comment a little bit? 

 

<A – Colin Wilson>: Sure. I mean, Joe, it’s a question we ask ourselves a lot. And on one hand, 

we see significant advantages of having an independent distribution in terms of entrepreneurial 

owners, people very aggressive in their local marketplaces, looking after customers. We have a 

long list on the positive side, and we wrote the list out of the negative side. And that said, what 

do we have to do to basically obviate those disadvantages as one of the big investments we’re 

making is in the digital ecosystem, getting all of our dealers on a – progressively getting them all 

on a common service platform, getting them so we can communicate. We’ve invested 

significantly in the last couple of years in a – it’s not a sales and operation planning tool. It’s a 

complete tool in terms of how the dealer interfaces with us commercially. And so they can use it 

for quoting. They use it for ordering in the quote process. They have access to all of the collateral 

material they need, if they are interested in a financing quote it links into the Wells Fargo system 

and so on and so forth. 

 

So we could take you through the list, but it’s a long list of things. And we – again, we rolled out 

a list of all the potential advantages of wholly owned distribution. And we feel that, certainly, all 

the key ones, we have program solutions to obviate those needs and to turn some of those 

potential disadvantages for us into actual advantages by… 

 

<A – Alfred M. Rankin>: Where we think that leaves is with the great strength of independent 

distribution, which is knowing local markets, being able to execute in those markets, being close 

to the customer base. And then we can provide service capabilities to all of our dealers to fill in 

the gaps, as Colin outlined. I’ve just picked to close, just pick one that is perhaps one of the most 

important. Many of our competitors invest heavily in the leasing side of the business. We formed 

a partnership, which is a company that’s separate from our company that provides these 

financing solutions for our dealers. So we don’t have to invest in that very capital-intensive 

portion of the business, and it allows us to leverage our profitability. And one of the things that I 

know you’ve noted is that although we have lower operating profits, we’ve had a higher return 

on capital employed than our competitors. And that’s because we’re far less capital-intensive in 

what we do. But as Colin was suggesting, we’re really focused on making sure that we can 

address every one of those areas where a fully integrated company without independent 

distribution might, in effect, compel its distribution to certain kinds of things. We think we can 

do it voluntarily and then get the advantage of the independent distribution to put on top of it. 



 

<A – Colin Wilson>: I think one I’d like to mention, in particular, and Tony went through this in 

his presentation, and we’ve been very successful at the top of the pyramid with our national 

account program. Our dealers have been very successful at the bottom in terms of the smaller 

users, and we’ve been very weak in the middle. And that’s a strength of the wholly owned 

distribution because they’ve been focused on that, where we put a new sales team in. It’s up and 

running. It’s gaining traction. It’s succeeding to attack that middle ground. So it’s another 

example of we identified a weakness against the wholly owned dealers, and we’ve put in a 

mitigating structure to help us to win. 

 

<A – Alfred M. Rankin>: So we have the independent distribution, but we also do other things 

directly ourselves that are complementary to them that they really aren’t prepared to invest in. 

And that’s one of the examples. 

 

<A – Colin Wilson>: Okay, okay. Christina? 

 

<<Christina Kmetko, Investor Relations>> 

 

Yes. We’re ready to start the second half of our start the second half of our presentation. Yes. 

And right now, we’re going to do a couple of mic changeovers, so you can hear our next two 

speakers. So while that’s happening, I’m just going to make a couple of announcements. First, 

just a reminder, please do submit your feedback forms before you leave today. Second, we will 

have boxed lunches available at the end of the event. You can grab them on the way back to your 

office, but we wanted to make sure that you guys were fed since you were nice enough to take 

the first half of your day here with us this morning. 

 

And with that, I’m going to turn it over to Roberto, who is – appears to be mic-ed up, ready to 

go. 

 

<<Roberto Scotti, President and Chief Executive Officer, Bolzoni S.p.A.>> 

 

Good morning. Good morning to everybody. I would like to make this speech in Italian, but 

imagine that you are not – you do not agree. For this reason – so I’ll try to speak in English, 

okay? I’ll try, okay? Okay, the first image that we have here, it’s – because I can imagine that 

maybe you don’t know what means attachment. And here, we have different application. The 

attachment is really connected with the forklift truck, and that you can see here lifting and 

bringing of paper or plant, beverage, pulp, appliances and so on and so on. What really the 

attachment does. The attachment can increase the productivity. That is something very 

important. Can you imagine, for example, if you have to handle this rolls – big roll just with the 

forks, it’s basically impossible. You need a client that can take the rolls turn again because, of 

course, we have many handling. And also here, we are in the beverage, usually a forklift truck 

has two forks and pick up just one pallet. With this attachment, you can pick up, at the same 

time, one, two, three, four, five, six of pallet. So we increase dramatically the productivities. 

 

And there is another thing that, in my opinion, can work for us quite well. It’s the fact that – we 

mentioned the e-commerce. The fact that, as also David mentioned before, that the more and 



more we are delivering goods, we are getting goods. And then I was quite, let me say, astonished 

when the 11th of November, 11/11, and that is called, as you know probably, the single day, 

where Alibaba is selling a product at very discounted price. And in one day, they sold $38 

billion. And in three days, they basically all deliver these products. So there is a lot to do for that. 

There is a lot of, let me say, lot of things to be implemented in order to deliver so much. So for 

this reason, I believe that the productivities and the increase of the eBay can only bring to sell 

more attachment. That is what matter very much to me, priority speaking. 

 

And here, we give you a quick look about our number. But I want to make a premise. For the 1st 

of January, we got the one company that was part of the Hyster-Yale and because our factory 

was in Homewood nearby Chicago. And this new factory, that is producing part the component 

for the Hyster Group, is in Sulligent, and then we move the factories from Homewood and 

Sulligent. And this, of course, create restructuring cost because we close one factory, we open 

other factories. And then this year has been a little bit difficult in general, due to the fact that the 

tariffs, the fact that, that, for example, our 70% of our business is made in Europe. And now 

here, we translate everything in dollars. We have an impact of that. So it’s a little bit – and then 

also, I would like to give you an idea about where we are selling. 57%, selling our product to 

dealers, and 43%, we are selling our product directly with the OEMs. That is a very important 

business for us, the OEMs. And here is the – I'm sorry. The mix of the attachment, the sales 

divided by segment, and you can see that attachment represents 43% of our turnover or our $248 

million. The cylinder made in Sulligent and transmission, 42%. These are the new product, the 

new acquisition. And then we have a forks and the other revenues. 

 

Bolzoni, I want to give you some idea about – because we are not such a huge company, but we 

are a company that – we have a 20 companies around the world. So we developed this company 

from Italy and then we expand. We continue to expand. We have six manufacturing plants 

located in a very strategic place because we have one, in Sulligent, here in America, as I 

mentioned before. We have a one in Italy, that's where we have the headquarter. We have 

another one in Germany. The company, Meyer, that we own 100%. And we have in Auramo that 

is specialized in manufacturing paper or plant in Finland. 

 

Then we have two big factories in China. One factory for the attachment, another factory for 

forks. Besides the six – besides the six plant, we have also the commercial subsidiary. And then 

you can see that we have many commercial subsidiary. We have in Canada. We have in South 

America. We have in Spain, in France, in England, in the Netherlands, in Poland, in Sweden, in 

Russia. We have also in Australia. We have a joint venture, for example, in South Africa. And 

we have a good dealer, where maybe the market is not so big, we go to – with the dealers but it's 

another way to have a very great presence everywhere around the world. 

 

And another good information is the fact, Bolzoni is the number one in Europe when we talk 

about attachment. And we are the second company in the world in terms of the turnover, in terms 

of performance. 

 

So Hyster-Yale bought Bolzoni in 2016, and we are a compelling combination because the 

forklift truck, the attachment being installed on the forklift truck, it's something that is – goes 

again together. And with Hyster-Yale, we can take a lot of advantages. One of the advantage is 



the fact that we increased the Bolzoni business in North America because Hyster-Yale is so 

strong here in North America. 

 

Probably they command about $100 million of attachment they are selling. So the – our 

capability to get this business from our side, with the new factory that we have in Sulligent, then 

we are going to see this – the dimension of the factory. This is a real and right opportunities. But 

also, Bolzoni, as I mentioned before, we are the first – number one in Europe, this means that 

also in Europe, we can help each other in order to have more presence in the market. And 

together, we can have a great synergy. 

 

Because when we purchase a component, part or whatever, so we are having – it's a big group 

together. And that Bolzoni also can take a great advantage of that. And we can expand also 

solutions, capability because we are both in the market with the truck and with the attachment. 

We know the market. We know what the customer wants, and then we can provide a better 

solutions. 

 

We operate as a separate business because, as I mentioned before, more than 40% of our market 

goes to the OEMs, and then we have to keep some confidentiality on that. But on the other side, 

we are supplying a lot of product to Hyster-Yale as OEM all around the world and we want to 

grow because grow is a magic word for us. Grow in industrial segment because there is a lot of 

business in many segments of the industry. 

 

The integration between Bolzoni, Hyster-Yale, I have to say, that is going quite well. We have, 

today, a product, our product that is factory installed on the Hyster-Yale truck and deliver 

directly to the dealers that has a package that is running very well. Then we develop Bolzoni as a 

global supplier of attachment for Hyster-Yale because, of course, Hyster-Yale is everywhere. 

You saw the map this morning. They have many locations around the world. And then we want 

to exploit other things about this possibility. And we want to promote our distribution to Hyster-

Yale. And that is, again, a key issue. We have to develop our business here in the United States 

because this is a great, great, let me say, opportunity. And then as I mentioned before, we can 

achieve procurement logistic cost savings and we can also have a capability to leverage in 

manufacturing together. 

 

Here is a little bit – I want to talk about OEMs because OEMs, as I said before, it's a big business 

for us. And when you see here one, two, three, four, they are just, Hyster-Yale, just a macro with 

Linde and the Still, UniCarriers, Hyundai, Toyota. These are the fifth biggest OEM in the world. 

And all these guys are working for us. And then I am very proud about the fact that we are very 

good with the OEMs because we start the business with this guy, the beginning of the 1990s. 

And the OEM want quality, want price, delivery time. 

 

And then I have to say after 20 years or 30 years of working together, we kept all the OEMs as a 

customer for us. No one left Bolzoni. We are still supplying our product to them. And this is – 

means how can be good the company when it has to deliver quality, price and make – deliver the 

attachment on time. You can see also, divided by region, region or space, Europe is 58% of our 

business with the OEMs. 

 



We have America 32%, Asia 9%, and the kinds of products we deliver to the OEMs and are 

factory installed. You can see the integral side shifter and carriages, forks, attachments. These 

are the product that we are delivering to the OEMs. So growth plan. Grow again, as I said before, 

it's a magic word because it's a little bit in the DNA of the Bolzoni. At the most of the year, we 

continue to grow double digit because for us to grow, let me say, is very important. 

 

We are growing rapidly in North America. We want to expand as a distribution and to develop 

also attachment in China in order to be more effective also in the market to the Far East or even 

in other market, also here, maybe in Europe. We pay a lot of attention to, let me say, to grow 

with the product like the forks, to develop an AGV, automated guided vehicles, here to the – do 

all with this kind of attachment. We are keen also to provide a tailored solution for the customer 

because in that area, the margin can be better. This is another. 

 

And then we are industry focused. Then I want to explain later a little bit what we are doing with 

the industry. All this growth is possible if we also pay attention to the – to other talent inside the 

company. 

 

This is the plant that we have in Sulligent. This plant, it's a really well-equipped plant. It's a plant 

that – okay, I am dangerous with this. It's like a – it's okay. It's just a plant. Hyster plant set up in 

1973. There are almost 500 people here, all well-educated worker, and then we can take great 

advantage of working and having moving our production here. There are a lot of machines, very 

good people on board. And – but the fact that we moved – we closed the factory in Hamburg and 

we move to Sulligent, you had to pay. It's an investment, in my opinion, as a severance and plant 

rearrangement and moving expenses to about $2.5 million. 

 

We have still to pay – about to complete the transition, about $800,000 to $1.5 million. Here is 

what we want to do in Sulligent. For example, one of the thing is for the product that we are 

manufacturing here in the United States, I wanted to sell in the United States, I want to 

manufacture in the United States. I don't want to have attachment that are coming from Europe, 

coming from the other port. We have to improve our internal sales support. That it's import – and 

in engineering expertise, we have a very good team in terms of stability. We want to expand the 

service. 

 

And we want to get – to expand the business that the factory is already providing the cylinder. So 

it's important also to have another source to put together with the attachment. And this is the 

cylinder. Because the plant in Sulligent is manufacturing a lot of cylinder right now just for ICE, 

but there are a lot of opportunity in the market because there are need having factories that are 

making cylinder because there are not so many. And there are also area like in construction 

machine, agriculture, that can be a very good customer. So we are planning to develop this 

business because there is a room for growth. 

 

Here is how our attachment business in Asia. This is the plant that we have in Wuxi. And here, 

we are manufacturing attachment. In Europe, we are manufacturing attachment we call, the 

premium. Here, we are manufacturing attachment that is called standard. And basically, 80% of 

what we are selling in the Far East are manufactured in these plants. These plant has been set up 

in 2012. And the advantage we got here is the fact that manufacturing in China, we have a very 



quick delivery, and the product cost around 30% less than the premium in spite of the fact that 

the quality is there. There is no difference in terms of quality of the product. 

 

This is also – we use the Wuxi plant also to support all our dealers that we have in different areas 

like India, like in Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, Singapore. This year, we opened also a 

manufacturing plant in Espirito Santo in Brazil. You can see here, this is the building, it's still 

empty because we are working in progress. We are now putting inside the machine. And this is 

important because, as you know, in Brazil, there are a lot of tariffs you have to pay if we import 

the product. 

 

For this reason, we want to be present here because the market in Brazil is quite good. And to 

complete also the cover of this area, we have a dealer in Chile, we have in Guatemala, and we 

have a salesman in Mexico that depend directly from Sulligent. These are the people that are 

taking care about the South America. So we mentioned about the fact that our business is related 

to the OEMs, is related to dealers, but we opened a new channel. There are – in these five areas - 

the beverage, white goods, 3PL, the paper, automotive - there are a lot of attachment that goes. 

We select big company. Like beverage, it can be Coke or it can be Pepsi, all these kind of 

processing. 

 

In white goods, Whirlpool and so on. And then with all our organization, we selected for each 

area a big company. And for our organization, we are visiting all around the world, visiting the 

different plant and creating connections with this big plant. We want to be approved. And when 

tomorrow they need an attachment, I want them to say, okay, I would like to buy from Bolzoni 

because I know, because I prove and so on and so on. I have to say that we developed with these 

new channel in terms of attachment in Europe. And up to now, I have to say, it has been quite 

successful. We've got a lot of business to this new channel. Here is just an example about the 

paper because paper, again, it's an important part of our business. We have a factory in Finland, 

Auramo, that has been set up in 1947. And since then, they just are making attachment for the 

paper. Paper clamp, bale clamp, they are very, very specialized. They are really well-known 

around the world. We have 44% of the market in Europe, but we have also a great opportunity to 

increase our sales in here, in America, in China because it's a very good and excellent product. 

Automatic guided vehicle is another area where we are working and because the market is 

growing and growing. 

 

And we are supplying special attachment because, as you know, the AGV vehicle, there is no 

driver. So it's a quite sophisticated machine. Also, the attachment must be sophisticated. We 

developed a good connections with the manufacturer of the AGV and another thing that is 

important, we are getting a know-how that is very important to develop also on the standard 

attachment. We have also a range of intelligent client in our portfolio. And this is also – the AGV 

attachment, can help us to know more, to have a better know-how, to transfer on the standard 

attachment that we have in our catalog. 

 

This is the other plant that we opened the same year like Wuxi. This is in a bay, just the south of 

Beijing. Here, we are making forks. We are making forks. We have three line completely 

automated. And in the group of Bolzoni, we are making more than 350,000 forks. You have to 



consider that this plant start from zero in 2012 and then you can see the growth. We are making a 

very good product. 

 

We are selling these forks in China, in Europe, in America, North and South. And also, we have 

the smart fork, a fork where we have a camera, we have a laser because when the forklift park 

and the fork goes very high, actually, it's for reason of safety, we have this camera that tell to the 

driver where the forks are, where the pallet is and then we have developed also these kind of 

devices. Okay, we are at the end of our journey. And just to recap, we are counting very much on 

the North American expansion. It's a great, great opportunity for us. We are very focused on the 

industry, as I mentioned before. 

 

We want to continue to enhance our business with the OEMs because it's a big part of our 

business. The Far East, China, that market, we made a big investment for Bolzoni, and then we 

want to – we are getting more and more business out of them. The company there are profitable. 

So that is absolutely good. And AGV market, we want to continue to be more involved in the 

market for AGV because the market is growing, and then also the forks. We want to continue to 

increase the number that I just mentioned about how many forks we are manufacturing. Thank 

you very much. 

 

<<Christina Kmetko, Investor Relations>> 

 

Thank you, Robert. Thank you, Roberto.You can come on down. I'll go ahead and introduce 

Lucien. Thank you, Roberto. We feel Bolzoni is – has been a very successful acquisition. And 

there have been, obviously, a lot of opportunities, as Roberto has discussed in his presentation. 

Now, I would like to introduce Dr. Lucien Robroek, our Chief Executive Officer of Nuvera. And 

we get a number of questions about Nuvera when we're out on the road. So we've allotted an 

extra amount of time for Nuvera for this presentation. So hopefully, we can help answer your 

questions. Sorry – Lucien is going to walk us through where we are in the journey of 

commercializing the Nuvera product. Go ahead, Lucien. 

 

<<Lucien Robroek, Chief Executive Officer of Nuvera Fuel Cells, LLC>> 

 

Okay, Thank you for the introduction. So I'm CEO at Nuvera Fuel Cells since November last 

year, one year. But I have to say that I have 13 years of kind of global high-stale product 

interference. And actually, I'm a product guy. So I'm going to talk a little bit about technology, 

but we'll talk more about application and product on fuel cells. So the first part of my 

presentation will be about what is a fuel cell? Why are we using fuel cells? 

 

The second – third, is why we believe that Nuvera is well positioned to serve the growing 

demand in the fuel cell business. And my last bit will be kind of bringing you up to speed with 

how Nuvera is really going and growing in that market. But first, what is a fuel cell? And again, I 

don't want to go into chemistry but it's quite simple. If you have a gas, hydrogen gas, and you 

bring it to oxygen, which is also a gas, there is a lot of generation of heat and there's a lot of 

exchange of protons and electrons in that process. That's a process you don't have to do anything 

about it. You just have to have these two gases. 

 



The end result will be water that's, say, an exhaust product and heat. Well, a fuel cell is nothing 

more than trying to control that process. And with fuel cells in itself are very thin, only a couple 

of millimeters. The actual pods there will consist of controlling the flow of gases and the, say, 

the control of the electricity that is getting out of that. So the better you control that process, the 

more efficient your fuel cell will be. And that's where Nuvera, I'll tell you a little bit more about 

that, has a lot of knowledge and IP on that in their 20-year of existence. Again, if you add more 

fuel cells and then put them all together, it's obvious that you'll get more electricity and you get – 

I mean, bigger – you can drive bigger engines, you can do whatever you want with it. But I 

mean, that's basically what a fuel cell engine is. 

 

If you make it in a real engine, you put all of these systems around them that control these gases 

that make sure that there's a compressor, there's cooling, supply of hydrogen, exhaust of water 

and also making sure that the electricity is going where you want it. And I'm very, very proud to 

– I hope you notice it – to present the Nuvera Fuel Cell engine, a 45- kilowatt engine that is in 

the hallway, at the coffee place because that is actually the first commercially industrialized 

produced engine that Nuvera has built. 

 

I mean other than the BBRs, the battery box replacements that we've shown last year, this is 

actually the product that is going to bring us volume. It was really finished last week. It's actually 

the second unit. First unit is now in the test stand. But if you have some time afterwards, I'm 

happy to tell you more or Gus will tell you more about the engine that is in the hallway. And I'll 

tell you later on why that is so important to us. So again, on the right-hand side, your left, you 

can see that battery box replacement units, which we are using to penetrate the materials 

handling our business, is pretty fast. So it's taking out the battery. I mean all the electric forklift 

trucks are driven by batteries. Take out the battery and make sure you have exactly the same 

size, weight, weight distribution for a fuel cell complete system. So that includes tanks, cooling, 

everything you need. You just have to fill it with hydrogen gas and run it until the gas is 

depleted. But there is more to fuel cells. I mean we're driving electric cars. I mean it's pretty well 

accepted nowadays in the Tesla's, but many other brands that are battery-driven electric vehicles, 

no combustion engine whatsoever in it. Then the unthinkable, at least a couple of years back, is 

going even larger versus construction equipment, what we call heavy-duty usage of fuel cell 

engines. You can imagine that. 

 

I mean I don't know how many of you really have driven an electric car, but the performance or 

call it the productivity, the small P, is great as such an engine. I mean you can win at every battle 

at a traffic light with a Tesla, I can assure you that. However, if you look at the bigger P, the 

capital P that Rajiv showed you earlier, it's great if you go to work and you charge it and you go 

back into your home and charge it again. But what if you're a taxi driver? What if you need to 

replenish your battery all the time? What if you're a bus driver? 

 

There are fully electric buses, but we know that if you have to get the driver every four hours 

back in the restaurant to drink coffee and charge the battery, it's not really working for the big P 

of productivity. So that's where the fuel cell engine comes in, because the fuel cell engine is 

actually generated of electricity that you have on board, that is still very useful to use in areas of 

– where there's a lot of population like cities where you don't want to pollute your environment, 

even indoors. I mean it's water, what comes out of the tail play. 



 

And that's even water vapor, you cannot see that. Fueling a fuel cell engine is a couple of 

minutes. It's like with your petrol car. You go to a fueling station, you fuel it, and you still have 

the same range. And talking about range. That range is real range. Again, I've driven electric cars 

and it's great. But if you drive 50 miles and your range indicator goes down by 70 miles, you get 

nervous. You don't know when will be the next opportunity to charge it. But with fuel cell, what 

you have in your tank is exactly what you're going to get. It's not deteriorating. It's a great source 

of keeping that electric power available for when you need to use it. 

 

So it's very dependable as well. So it's not amazing that the demand for fuel cell engines, now 

that electric in your car and in auto vehicles is being widely accepted, is growing. I'm showing 

you this graph here, which is a global estimate of the number of units worldwide on mobile 

usage of fuel cell is growing fastly. Again, we are focusing on mobile equipment for fuel. So you 

can use it in generators, you can use it everywhere you want. But we believe that, especially with 

the kind of durability and the need for power when you're really working on it on a remote site is 

very important to us, and that's why we focus on mobile equipment. 

 

If you look at the right-hand side, I split the same graph in three different regions. And I will tell 

you a little bit about how that is going, how it is being developed differently across the world. So 

obvious is the green bar and line where the bar is talking about the number of units in China and 

the line is the revenues. So if you take that as a basis, then looking at the blue bars, which is 

North America, you see that there's a lower number of vehicles that is using fuel cell in the 

future, at least the rise is not as steep, but also the average type of vehicle is smaller vehicles. 

And that is exactly what we see with materials handling, where the materials handling market in 

the U.S. is an early adopter of fuel cell usage. And that's basically also why Nuvera is now part 

of Hyster-Yale. If you look at Europe, it's smaller. 

 

But the average revenue of a vehicle with a fuel cell is bigger because their focus is on bigger 

units. Again, a little bit about that. North America, already mentioned. Materials handling is a 

big driver in North America. Obviously, it's also state dominated like California that wants to go 

green, where there's a lot of stimulus, if not, kind of rules to force going greener than we are 

today. So that's also where a lot of experiments with fuel cell-driven cars is being executed. In 

Europe, it’s different. You have large European kind of programs that are driving cities to demo 

programs in buses and now also in machinery. What is happening in Europe really is taking off. I 

mean especially in Germany, but also in the UK, Benelux and France. We see a lot of, kind of, 

nervousness about not meeting the CO2 regulations. 

 

And fuel cell is really seen as the next accelerator in getting lower emission across the world 

there. So infrastructure is being worked on as well. And that’s basically the key because 

hydrogen right now is still very expensive. If you want to run it like a diesel car or a petrol car, 

you don’t want to pay three times or four times the same amount for your fuel as you do today. 

So it’s accelerating. Big companies like Shell and LNG, they are really starting to develop their 

fuel cell strategy, their hydrogen strategy, and are pushing the envelope right there next to the 

equipment manufacturers. 

 



China is completely different. I mean everything is regulated in China. But this time, it’s very, 

very good for us. Because while they were pushing the battery-driven electric buses up to, say, 

the last 10 years, they’re now changing to fuel cell buses and fuel cell utility vehicles exactly for 

the reasons I just mentioned. If you really go for a larger scale, you need to make sure that your 

productivity is up. But more so, your infrastructure needs to be able to keep up with that. 

 

And if everybody would be charging their car or the vehicle on a charging pole, you can imagine 

what it does to the electric grid. We’re not ready for that. And China, for sure, isn’t. So China is 

pushing a lot of subsidy into, not only the development of equipment, but also the actual usage of 

equipment and also bringing down the cost of hydrogen. And they are really, really aggressive in 

attracting technology and building up their own know-how to do so. We’re very, very aware of 

that. But it serves a purpose to us as well. I’ll get to the graph on the bottom a little later. 

 

The point I want to make is that, I mean, just put some quotes on here, but you can Google it 

yourself. It is really there. It’s not the hype that was perhaps five years back. Again, it’s a 100-

year-old technology. It’s really there. I mean really, really serious business is being made. 

They’re looking into how to accelerate it even further. There’s no question about it anymore. 

And I hope if you’re not convinced already, then please check it out. It’s there. 

 

So that’s why we are so fond of fuel cell technology. Then Nuvera. We believe Nuvera is well 

positioned to go along with the stream and even lead in some of these applications. I’ll go 

through the next couple of slides and touch on these elements. First of all, Nuvera is not a new – 

it’s still a start-up, high-tech start-up company, but it’s not new to the market. We have a history 

of 20 years in doing all kinds of demo programs, working with OEMs and trying to push fuel cell 

usage there. We’re almost 200 people and almost half of that is – has an engineering degree. 

 

So it’s a very, again, a technology-driven company. The application portfolio is wide. I will 

show you a couple of pictures later on, but usage in construction equipment and vehicles and 

buses in mobile cooling equipment, it’s all there. But we are really, really putting our focus on 

having a very high efficiency within the fuel cells because fuel cells, on one hand, will rise. But 

the next stage, I can guarantee you that, is that when we have passed availability for everybody, 

we will be looking at efficiency and only the high efficient fuel cell engines will survive. 

 

We have a lot of IP. Again, we – I told you about that fuel cell, say, very thin sheet of all kind of 

processes happening there. That is what we’re protecting. If we build a stack out of those cells, 

and I’ll challenge you to find the fuel cell stack in the engine outdoor, but if we build a stack, 

you cannot tell what’s in the inside. It’s very difficult to understand what’s going on. And we try 

to keep it that way and protect ourselves, not only with IP, but also by investing in the next 

generation and the next generation. 

 

We are still a separate business unit. So we understand that although it’s very convenient to have, 

say, access to capital to invest and to develop new products, we need to become a very 

financially viable business unit there. And I think there’s another positive on that. We’re being 

treated as still as a separate company, which make a lot of the colleagues I have in a very, very 

engaged in making this a success. We’re really driving towards new product and customers 

there. And we’re ramping up for growth. 



 

Okay, back to that level as well. Now be with me for one minute. I’m going to spend a little bit 

more time on this one because I talked about the high efficient fuel cell. So the way that we do it, 

I mean, this is a process that’s happening, just an animation of what’s happening in one of these 

cells, these gases interacting with themselves, with each other. What we managed to do is have a 

thinner fuel cell by having these gases flow in a more particular way using open – what we call 

open flowfield technology. 

 

Traditionally, that is being done in a different way, and that is, again, it’s decreasing the effective 

surface of how these gases can interact with each other. So if you look at the density, the power 

density, which is kind of a measure of how much energy you can get out of a specific box, call it, 

a box of fuel cell stack, we’ve increased that power density 30 times in the past 18 years. We’re 

very, very proud of that. Right now, the technology that is in that engine outdoor and the same 

technology that we’re using in the BBRs is this green line here. 

 

But we’re already working on the next generation, the purple line. And it’s not only us saying 

that we have great technology. We have a couple of major car manufacturers that have tested that 

technology already and want to work with us, are working with us to generate the automotive 

stack generation. Okay. Back to that a little later. If you look at the competition, if we test them 

or take the publicly available information and put it in this charge, this is where our competition 

is. And obviously, they’re working on next generations as well, but I can tell you that – so that 

means that already, we are top of the pack, leader of the pack, in that fuel cell efficiency. 

 

So that’s why we believe we have not only with current product that we’re currently putting on 

the market, but our next generations, we have a very, very strong position in what we can do. 

There’s more. So within those cells, it was actually a layer of components. We use certain 

technology. In this case, metal plates and that don’t have to be coated. That is different from 

some of the competition. More are going towards uncoated metal plates but it has a superior 

resistance to vibration and to shock. We need that in the mobile equipment market because 

otherwise, you will have a very sensitive fuel cell stacks. We have a flexible architecture, so we 

can scale our technology with the application. We are using, again, the same technology in the 

BBRs that we do in these engines and that we are doing in larger engines that we are still 

developing there. That technology makes it impossible for us to respond quickly to changing 

demands in the future. 

 

And the third one I want to address here is that we’ve put, especially this past year, a lot of 

energy in developing our supply chain. You can imagine that with new technology, there are 

many component suppliers that are in a ramp-up phase or even in a prototyping phase 

themselves. I’ll show you the numbers that we are ramping up to. We definitely need our 

suppliers with us, and I think we managed pretty well with the help of all the Hyster-Yale experts 

and supply chain management to get our suppliers aligned to take that journey with us. 

 

Again, all these pictures around it are real tests with Nuvera Fuel Cells in them, and it already 

shows you the growth of the application there. But I put in this slide especially that we are 

teaming up our teams, our support teams across the world in different applications. Obviously, 



we’re strong in the U.S., where we have our head offices in Billerica, Massachusetts. But we also 

have an Italy-based testing and application team near Milan. 

 

And we are building, I’ll show you that in a minute as well, a team in China. So we have a lot of, 

again, historic experience. And we’re leveraging that in the market engagement. We believe 

firmly that we need to understand the application of our customers in order to advise them and to 

help them build in these fuel cell technology. Again, we do that through a couple of segments, 

focusing, heavy industry. I already mentioned that we’re talking, for instance, with a lot of 

excavators, and we’ve been talking with them for the past four to five years. One of the issues 

you have there is that they still need to electrify. I mean even Hyster-Yale going with the top 

loader, the first challenge is make sure it’s electric. 

 

Electric motors, never done before. And we don’t care if they start with batteries. In fact, we 

want them to start with batteries because that will enable the next step, and that is going to be 

fuel cell. Automotive, obviously, and here, the focus is on the heavier usage, say, automotive 

part, like delivery vans but also SUVs. Some SUVs and I won’t name brand names that we’re 

working with, they explained to us, yes, we can do a battery – fully battery-driven SUV. But if 

they want to do exactly the same with the same range but even the same duty cycle, the car 

would be so heavy, they require a truck driver’s license. 

 

So that’s a no-go area for them. They need generation of electricity onboard. Materials Handling, 

already mentioned that. We are progressing with that. That’s where we’re focusing much more 

on the stack production. So we moved the assembly of fuel cell battery boxes to Hyster-Yale 

factories. And Nuvera itself is focusing on developing the stack technology there. And buses and 

trucks, which we believe will be bringing us the volume that we need. 

 

Still within this institutional stability of Hyster-Yale. And I mean if not only for the funding, but 

also for the high focus we keep on making it successful in the applications, serving the 

customers, providing support around the world, leveraging aftermarket capabilities, and like I 

mentioned, also tapping into supply chain knowledge and management there. 

 

So that’s the part why we feel that Nuvera is kind of uniquely positioned among some of the 

other kind of starting companies in fuel cell business. I want to talk a little bit more about how 

we’re doing that. And I’ll do that in the next couple of slides. So the first point is, yes, it’s great 

that we have all this electrification. You can see the growth here in the next 10 years of fully 

electric cars. Once we have a lot of electrification, fuel cell will be the next step. 

 

And it will be used next to each other. Again, if you drive your car to work, charge it there, drive 

home, charge it at home, you don’t need a fuel cell. If you really want to do hard work with your 

equipment, you need a fuel cell. So we started out with the BBRs, the battery box replacements, 

which is, by nature, limited market for fuel cells. We need a higher volume to drive down cost 

for components, drive down costs for, say, economies of scale. We provided the total power 

module. So that includes, again, tanks, anything you need to replace the battery. The next layer 

of our strategy is the heavy-duty users, industrial fleet, buses. And that’s where the challenge of 

electrification comes into play. In many cases, these customers going through – these OEMs 

going to that technology, don’t have the electrification experience. 



 

So, integration of a fuel cell engine is already a challenge. And that’s where that engine in the 

hallway comes in. It’s a plug-and-play engine, but we’re still working with our customers to get 

it integrated in their bus and in their utility van. For that, we needed to have that product 

available and now it’s available. And the top layer is a real big volume driver. That will be the, 

say, the passenger cars. Again, we’re very aware that, that is a completely different business. 

And that’s why – we feel that we need to have the most efficient stack technology, and we 

probably will not bring more to the table than highly efficient stack, although we can build on 

our engine integration and development cycle. But we believe that in the end, the automotive 

industry will take care of their own systems around the stack. 

 

So how does it look now geographically? I told you, China is a big driver, and especially in the 

bus segment, we have a good headway there. I’ll show you the application in a minute, just as 

materials handling in North America. Europe is a little mixed there. We’re building with certain 

OEMs to have, especially in the industrial fleet section and in the automotive – the heavier 

automotive business. But we’re really working hard to make sure that we have a well-covered 

customer base and also segment base to not be depending too much on one area. I mean that one 

area right now, nearest is China. That engine will be built into a bus in China. We know that. We 

have the orders there. 

 

So, as soon as it’s tested and then it will be placed on transport. You can see that we are 

addressing that, that green band, were it, the first demand. Eventually, you’ll see materials 

handling will come, but will be lower by the nature of how China is working with materials 

handling equipment. And the big volume will be passenger car, but that takes a lot longer to 

really have a mature, say, and broad passenger car business there. However, China is also 

dangerous. I mean we’ve talked about tariffs today. If we produce engines here in the U.S., it’s a 

high risk for us to get them into China and put a business plan that should bring us profitability 

there. But it is a big driver and the launch in customers you will see here which is actually an 

engine integrator into bus manufacturers. It’s the first one that has put this engine into a bus. At 

that time, it was an alpha version of the engine that we have here, but it performs well. It’s being 

used as a demo. The engine concept has been certified in China. 

 

The next stage in China is that the total vehicle is being certified and put in a – what they call, a 

catalogue, where the cities can buy from, can pick their buses and that will be the next phase. It 

has survived crash testing, by the way. I mean this bus has been crashed. And the only thing that 

failed on our unit and actually nothing failed on our unit, was the cooling system that our unit is 

depending on, which is causing some error codes in the engine. So it was very successful on that 

side. The second application is the electric top load that Rajiv talked about. Again, this is and 

that’s – the video of this one it’s fully electrified, fully battery-driven vehicle, it’s quite, it’s fast, 

it has the high capacity. The only problem is that if you have 20 of these in your fleet, how do 

you go with charging? What do you do with trucks that are standing still? So that’s why fuel cell 

is an integral strategy of making this truck a success, and we’re looking forward to having this in 

the port of Los Angeles tested and demonstrated early next year. 

 

Back to the graph that I showed you earlier is that, okay, we derive a certain market share with 

our partners. Obviously, we’re not taking all of the market with these partners and come to this 



ramp-up of volume. It still has a big hockey stick effect here. So, trying to be a little bit on the 

cautious side. We focus only on the first four, five years, which is a more reasonable growth. But 

still, it’s a heavy growth. If you look where we are today and where we’re going to, you see that 

the next problem is the availability of keeping up with this trend. And that’s our next focus. It’s 

not the what, but the how. 

 

So going from manual production, more or less manual production, we do have automated 

testing for the BBR stacks. We can do that if we go this high in volume. So especially the 

preparation, the assembly, the testing, the documentation of building all of these fuel cells and 

then all of these stacks out of those fuel cells requires that we changed the way that we’re doing 

that. So what you see here is a fully automated pick place and quality control machine that we’ve 

been developing with the supplier in the past 18 months. It’s – as we speak, on transport from 

that supplier, where we’ve tested it to the plant in Billerica, where it will be put in operation on 

Wednesday. It’s a very exciting month. I mean actually, with all of these changes happening at 

the same time. We do have some other automated welding here, and we are investing heavily in 

testing equipment because every stack needs to be tested. The reason why we’re doing this is that 

we feel that the building of the stack is a very big part of the knowledge that we want to protect. 

 

So, if we are being forced to produce in China, which we are, then we make sure that whatever 

production capacity we put in there is very difficult to copy there. And it’s a key of the success 

of the products we’re building. So, this is another picture of the Fuyang – the Maximal – Hyster-

Yale Maximal plant in Fuyang, that Tony showed us earlier on, where we’re actually building a 

kind of a building within the building. So we’re having a complete floor that is being 

transformed into a fuel stack assembly plant with very heavy HVAC systems and cleanliness, a 

different way of producing forklifts altogether, obviously. But we are almost done with that, I’d 

say, preparation of the building, and then we’ll start with putting in the equipment. And we 

believe that it will be mid-2021 when this production facility is fully operational. It does more to 

Nuvera. We’re building up a Nuvera team in China. We’re closer to the customer. We have sales 

support. Eventually, we’ll have parts depot that can be kind of started up – all out of that location 

there. And we probably will have some development there as well. So we’re investing heavily in 

that capacity. 

 

Now back to the chart, I’ll show you – I showed you, this is our current production capacity, 

single shift in Billerica. Well, we can go to double shift. Eventually, we will have some problems 

with testing as a bottleneck. But it’s pretty limited, if you look at the total growth that we expect. 

And obviously, it’s very difficult to say where these years will be. I mean it’s always a crystal 

ball to some extent. But we see that we have a big challenge if we want to be there. If we want to 

be a real player, we need to invest in capacity. So that’s what we’re doing with this automated 

equipment, investing in capacity and quality. We can copy that same system into the Fuyang 

plant, which will happen mid next year, as I mentioned. And even in that plant, we have room for 

more, which is not planned for yet. 

 

Obviously, this is a huge investment that we’re making currently that has been mentioned before. 

And we don’t know where it ends, because still that upright part of the hockey stick still has to 

commence after 2025. But that’s – that obviously brings a completely different way of 



approaching how we do business in fuel cell. But I can guarantee you, that is a big part of the 

focus that we thrive on from the Hyster-Yale side. 

 

So, this is my last slide. I hope I convinced you, to some extent, that there is a bright future for 

fuel cell stacks and engines. It’s the way forward in electrification. It will live next to batteries, 

even in the same system, especially in mobile machinery and equipment. That’s where the usage 

will be. We feel that our technology is well positioned there, and we will continue to make sure it 

is. We have the right launching partners in all of these areas including Hyster-Yale as our 

launching customer. And again, we are ready for production ramp-up in next year. 

 

So with that, I’ll get back the floor to Colin, who’s going to wrap up. 

 

<<Colin Wilson, President and Chief Executive Officer, Hyster-Yale Group>> 

 

Thanks, Lucien. Okay. So let me give you a summary of Bolzoni Attachments and also Nuvera 

with the Fuel Cell business. And then I’ll hand over to Ken, who will take you through the 

financials. I will make some concluding comments, and then we’ll have another question-and-

answer session to wrap up the morning. Coming back to this slide, the six core strategies on the 

left. The two at the bottom are the ones we’ve just covered. Be the leader in the Attachment 

business and making significant investments to achieve that goal, and then be a leader in Fuel 

Cell and their applications. And if you look at the initiatives on the right-hand side, most of 

those, if not all of those, equally apply to what we’re doing in the Attachment business and the 

Fuel Cell business. Modularity and mass customization, it’s what Bolzoni is all about. Its 

attachments are modular, can be customized to meet the exact needs of customers. And in 

Nuvera, every time we’re talking to a partner, they’re looking for different solutions, alternative 

solutions, which Nuvera is looking to deliver. Both at Nuvera and in Bolzoni, we’re directly 

engaging with customers. 

 

One of the big advantages we have with Nuvera and Hyster-Yale Group is the ability to leverage 

our distribution network, particularly when it comes to the BBR business. So as our competitors 

have to go out and establish their own distribution structure, Nuvera has already made 

distribution network in Hyster-Yale. Electrification, of course, is at the heart of Nuvera. And that 

is what Nuvera is all about. Also, although Roberto didn’t talk about it, we have a completely 

electric attachment with no sort of hydraulics in for a specific industries. And of course, global 

sourcing. You saw Roberto’s map of the world and where we’re manufacturing products around 

the world, and that certainly what’s now happening with Nuvera with our investment in China 

and maybe in the future investments elsewhere. 

 

So, all of these initiatives on the right can equally apply to the two strategies that we’ve just 

covered. Roberto showed a version of this slide. I mean it’s if you stand back and say, why did 

we buy Bolzoni, it’s sort of – we bought it because it’s synergistic. They had capacity we could 

fill with products we were giving to our competitors. As you all know, Cascade is owned by 

Toyota. So we’re still doing some business with Cascade, but we’re trying to move more 

business across to Bolzoni and encouraging our dealers to work on offering Bolzoni products. 

It’s really a bolt-on acquisition. We have tremendous opportunity of growing the Bolzoni 

business in North America. As Roberto said, it’s leveraging their expertise to help to elevate the 



Hyster-Yale business in EMEA, expanding solutions capability. And one of the things we’re 

working on now with Bolzoni is how can we integrate the attachment in the lift truck in a more 

comprehensive way. What can we do to, for example, reduce the loss load center to give us more 

capacity for handling goods. 

 

So that activity is ongoing at this moment. And the core business is tracking to achieve target 

returns. There are a little bit of a few headwinds with respect to the restructuring costs impacting 

Bolzoni’s 2019 results, but we truly expect that those investments we’re making will yield a 

significant return in the years ahead. As far as Nuvera is concerned, we see Nuvera as a 

transformational opportunity for Hyster-Yale Material Handling. We've owned this business 

coming up to five years. We're just now getting into full commercialization. We've had an 

element of commercialization with the BBR. We've had BBRs now running around in Hyster-

Yale trucks for a couple of years, and that volume is slowly increasing. But the big opportunity is 

what we can do promoting, selling fuel cell stacks and engines into the broad market. 

 

And it's been mentioned several times, if you – on your way out, your way in, if you haven't seen 

it so far, take a look at the 45-kilowatt engine that is outside because that is a product that will 

take us to full commercialization. And it's just happening now. So we've been five years getting 

to this particular point. There is strong and growing demand for our products for that engine. We 

have successful early stage adoption that – a video that Lucien showed was a bus in China with a 

full Nuvera solution in it. And we are just now entering the mass commercialization phase. 

 

We get asked a lot of questions about when will we get Nuvera to breakeven. And the answer is 

soon. Right now, it's the fourth quarter of 2020, but a lot of that depends upon certain things 

happening. And Lucien focused on the demand curve and it's the demand in China. But the 

demand curve is going to be there in Europe. It's going to be there in the Americas. And so we're 

confident of getting to the breakeven. We've said that based upon our current time line, it's the 

fourth quarter of 2020. It could slip a little bit, but that would only be in the implementation of 

the various initiatives that we have ongoing at the moment. 

 

But we're not just sort of focusing on China. We're looking at the whole world. We're looking at 

opportunities in the Americas, we're looking at opportunities in Europe, and we're also talking to 

a significant number of people who are interested in the technology that what we call, our OS2 

Stack, which was a purple line on Lucien's chart. That is market-leading performance. The 

highest power density available, and that is of huge interest to many, many partners because the 

growth in demand or the growth in interest for fuel cells, it's right now, is almost exponential and 

we're having to be a little bit discriminatory in terms of who do we want to talk to because all of 

these people take a lot of time. And so we're looking at the best opportunities to work with 

partners to exploit the technology. And we do – stage one is getting to breakeven. 

 

As we look at the medium and long term, I mean, we're looking at Nuvera being a company that 

will measure the revenue in the billions and very high profitability, return on investment. That is 

the long-term vision we have for this business. And it's why we continue to feel confident in that 

business. 

 

With that, I'll hand over to Ken. Ken is going to take us through the numbers. 



 

<<Kenneth C. Schilling, Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer>> 

 

Thank you, Colin. First of all, I'd like to welcome you to our Investor Day. We really do 

appreciate the strong attendance and making time in your day-to-day to spend with us. Secondly, 

my name is Ken Schilling. If you had read the slide up there, I'm the CFO of the company. 

Today, I'm going to walk through four significant areas in our financial update. 

 

First one is going to be our year-to-date financial results, looking at the drivers, trends and then 

also our results by segment because you really have to look at our business by segment to 

understand what's happening. The second thing we're going to look at is how we define cash 

priorities and how we are applying them to strategic programs in CapEx and in R&D. Then we're 

going to give you an update on our outlook. We're going to focus on the near term, the mid-term 

and long term kind of in the vision of where we expect to go. 

 

And in that long-term vision, it really represents what Al was talking about with our economic 

engine. We have a target economics that match up to that engine that says this is what we need to 

do at each of these points in our business to be able to reach our goals, and we'll show you that. 

And then hopefully, I'll be able to answer the question that was presented earlier, I may need to 

go back to my slide to do that though. 

 

Now that we look at our key drivers, while we have seen declining global markets in David's 

presentation, the market levels are still at historically robust levels and we have a strong backlog 

going into our fourth quarter. We have tried to demonstrate with the presentations today with 

Rajiv and Tony our strategic focus on an optimized Lift Truck customer experience along with 

technological enablers to get that value add. Lucien talked to us about how we're 

commercializing our fuel cell stack technology into product offerings. And then, of course, 

Roberto talked to us about expanding the coverage of our Bolzoni attachments to a greater 

population of the – a greater geographic reach across the world. 

 

Well, what are we doing to accomplish that? Well, we have a strong pipeline of new product 

introductions in our core offering. Rajiv talked to you about our various different electric trucks. 

We also talked about the integration of lithium-ion into our trucks. We have our – most 

importantly, probably, to our results next year is the introduction of the low-intensity trucks that 

Tony was talking about that we're going to be broadly distributing across the world. That will 

help us provide enhanced market penetration, improve margins with those key offerings being 

released over the next few years on the global modular product that Rajiv talked about, that will 

really begin to drive our counterbalance business in the low end – lower end of the capacity 

range. 

 

We're going to continue to need to make strategic product and sales management investments. 

We're going to show you that in our capital and our program funding slide. And we think all this 

leads to creating a foundation to reach our profitability targets over the mid-to-long-term. This 

slide shows our results year to date for – through the third quarter of this year. I'm not going to 

talk through the columns in the middle here because that's actually on my next couple of slides. 

 



But again, the story is really driven by our individual business units. From a high-level 

perspective, we're seeing increased revenues of $120 million. Gross profits contributed $25.5 

million, but operating expenses also increased as we made those investments in programs, 

leaving us $3.6 million of operating profit improvement over the prior three quarters of last year. 

Our net income flipped to a loss. We had a $5.5 million favorable adjustment for truing up the 

Tax Reform Act Provision reserve that we had to take on our unremitted earnings. That was a 

onetime item. And normalizing that out, we end up at about $2 million. So a number that makes 

logical sense dropping down from our operating profit variance. EBITDA, though, grew by $8.9 

millions, over 10% growth on EBITDA year-over-year. 

 

Now we're going to talk about the individual business units. Slides are similar and I'm really 

going to start at the bottom here. This is really the key drivers. We had unit volume growth of 

1.6% but revenues grew 5.5%. We saw an improvement in price. We saw a mix shift that helped 

us. And we also saw increased sales in non-unit items attachments and in parts in this period as 

well, which increased our revenues by 5.5%, while our unit volume going out the door was only 

at 1.6%. That really generated $122 million of increased revenues. Even though markets are 

beginning to come off peak, we're still working on that very strong backlog. We did get price 

increases that are now offsetting material cost inflation and supplier constraints are reducing our 

output, impacting our working capital investment, which has grown significantly. But we are 

also seeing lower factory absorption and higher freight costs as we deal with these supplier 

constraints. 

 

I am going to show you a slide that has all these drivers on it in kind of a pictorial so you can see 

over a period of seven quarters how they have affected our results. Finally, when you look at the 

bottom line. We saw operating profit at $4.6 million and net income was $1 million behind. 

Again, think about that Tax Reform Act adjustment we took last year as an adjustment there. 

EBITDA grew approximately 8% improvement over the prior period. Our operating profit 

margin is flat. But the next slide, we're going to show you how that bottomed out and then we're 

now on the upward trend out. And working capital has grown by $100 million. 

 

Now let's go and look at this slide. It's a little bit complex. So let's first start at the top. And what 

I want you to first focus on is kind of the bluish green bars, and that shows you the revenue that 

we've recorded in each of the seven quarters on the chart. And you can see that in this middle 

period here, we've grown to about an $850 million per quarter business. And while we were at 

our highest points of revenue sales, we were at our lowest points of operating profit because of 

the trends in the middle. And you can see also on this chart here how our operating profit dipped 

during that period of time. 

 

Now as – I'm not touching it. Oh thank you. I guess you did that for me. Okay. There we go. As 

you can see in the middle of this chart, the steel tariffs and prices of steel, because we don't buy a 

whole lot of – I don't know what's going on. We buy a lot of U.S. steel, but the U.S. steel prices 

have gone up by 25% and still are at a premium over world prices. Can you get me back there? 

Or am I going to do this? There we go. And then, of course, we had China tariffs come into play. 

And the China tariffs came in, they were strong during the middle of this period, we have begun 

to see some exclusions being granted and approximately 50% of our Chinese tariffs are being 

laid off. I'm not touching it. You do it. 



 

Okay. So the Chinese tariffs are the other element. We have our big truck supplier constraints, 

and that was in the earlier period. Those items have worked out, affected our competitors 

equally, but obviously held up our ability to deliver big trucks, which as someone had pointed 

out earlier, is a profitable and important part of our business. 

 

We saw supplier constraints on our counterbalance trucks, and that's the problem currently 

working out of. And in the fourth quarter, we think we'll see the end of it, but we still have to fill 

the pipeline with the components to get our plants to run at the appropriate levels. We have 

program spend for the activities we have. Offsetting these items, we've introduced price 

increases to last year as well as a tariff surcharge that we've now reduced to match up with the 

reduced tariffs that we're paying on the Chinese components, and that's begun to help us with a 

little bit of price relief as well as volumes strengthened during that middle period, but now it's 

tapering down, but still at relatively robust levels. 

 

Can you click it please? Our Bolzoni summary here is showing that revenues – I'm sorry, in the 

bottom right-hand corner, counterbalance business is really the driver of attachment sales for 

Bolzoni, which is Class 1, 4 and 5. The important European market for Bolzoni declined by 

9.6%. We saw a 6.6% decline in those categories globally. So they're running against a headwind 

on the market itself. Obviously, Bolzoni is adjusting to those EME markets. They were behind 

on a dollar basis, $3.5 million on sales. But they had about $8 million – they have about an $8 

million currency adjustment translating their predominantly European-centric, Euro-centric 

business into U.S. dollars. The – on a comparable basis, they had about a $5 million increase or a 

2% gain on sales. When you drop down to operating profit, we're $3.4 million behind. There's 

$2.5 million of restructuring charges as well as other expenses in that strategic program that 

aren't able to be classified as restructuring. 

 

EBITDA and net income followed really the results of operating profit and operating profit 

margins fell in that same category. But the important deliverable here is we've transferred the 

Americas manufacturing business out of an inadequate Chicago-based plant to our large 

Sulligent, Alabama plant with a trained workforce that understands demand flow technology and 

has SAP. Click. 

 

When you look at our Nuvera summary, we've seen – it really is driven by the, I guess, we call it 

a cake, I think it's almost an upside down pyramid. But realistically, we started in the Lift Truck 

segment, we're moving up into the fleet vehicles, and we're ultimately going to end up with a 

participation in the on-road vehicle market. As we do that, we gain economies of scale and are 

able to drive down the cost of repeating components. That's really the focus of this business. So 

we see those growth opportunities being driven not only by economies of scale, but by tax 

credits and subsidies in China and in the U.S. We're introducing that 45-kilowatt fuel cell engine 

and reducing product cost because of the increased volumes in those repeating components that 

you saw Lucien describe inside the fuel cell stack. 

 

Revenues have increased during this period of time. That's due to our ability to attract partners 

that are co-funding the research and development expenses for those activities. That caused us to 

re-class up those expenses above, and that's why gross loss is actually higher because we've been 



able to transfer up all of the expenses related to those R&D activities. Operating expenses 

dropped by a greater amount because of that reclassification and our net loss has dropped to 

about $3 million lower than it was in the prior three-quarter period. And of course, you saw 

about a $4 million improvement in a lower EBITDA burn. 

 

The key metrics here is that we've transferred our Class 1 and Class 2 battery box business to the 

lift truck company, and we've got Nuvera truly focused on being a fuel cell engine and stack 

provider with the elimination of the hydrogen and the BBR responsibilities from their activity. 

 

Click. Now we're going to give you kind of again a consolidated view of some key metrics. You 

can see that working capital and cash flow before financing are both negative when you compare 

the three quarters of this year to the three quarters of last year, that's really tied to those peak 

production levels as well as supplier constraints. 

 

Cash flow was also affected by strategic investment programs that the poll of U.S. tariffs, we 

don't get paid immediately when we book the benefit. We have to file and wait for the payments. 

And then, of course, we had some one-off items during the period as well. That was really 

causing us to drive a lower level of cash, a higher level of debt, and our debt-to-total cap has 

increased by 4% and we're now tracking at 39% on our consolidated business. 

 

Click. Now we're going to talk a little bit about a cash priority since we're now through the 

results section. And our cash priorities, we really start with thinking about our Lift Truck and 

Attachment business, and what do we need to do from a physical plant and from a product 

perspective as well as program activities to really drive our business to reach our targets. After 

that, we go through those share gain programs and we move to our fuel cell business, and we 

have to invest in the capacity to produce a product that has a margin that offsets our SG&A burn. 

 

We do look at investments in adjacent our complementary businesses. Frankly, at this point in 

time, our plate is relatively full and we're really going to focus on these core businesses we've 

acquired over the last – since we've gone public in 2012. 

 

And then, finally, we have an obligation to return a return to our shareholders, a cash return. And 

you can see our annual dividend rate has increased from $1.21 to $1.27 over the three-year 

period. We've had a consistently increasing dividend over that period of time and we did do a 

share buyback program. Thank you. Appreciate it. Our share buyback program. But again, 

because of the commitments we have with the programs in place, I don't see that or investment in 

adjacent activities unless something unique and truly endearing comes along. 

 

Now we're going to talk about, since we've identified how and where we're going to focus that 

cash on, now we can talk through where that cash is being applied. And we've given you 

essentially a five-year look at CapEx and R&D on this slide. You can see our investment in our 

core Lift Truck business is beginning to increase after a number of years, so of seeing a lower 

level of capital investment. We do have a significant IT investments in SAP and our salesforce as 

well as our quote system, our novo system that Tony talked about, we're working through those 

as well. 

 



Nuvera is seeing a large increase in CapEx at this point in time to build out the capabilities that 

Lucien described to manufacture forklift truck manufacture stacks on an automated basis. And 

finally, Bolzoni has a large CapEx increase related to their relocation to Sulligent. 

 

On an R&D side. Again, you see the strength of the investments that we're making in the core 

Lift Truck business and you saw the products that Rajiv had described to you. Our Nuvera 

investment is actually, in R&D is decreasing, but that's net of the contributions that we're 

receiving from our funding partners in the development of the products. And of course, we have 

a constant investment in R&D by the Bolzoni group as well. 

 

Now we're going to talk about outlook. I'm not going to spend a whole lot of time on the 2019 

column because on the previous slides, I told you the fourth quarter and you have seen the year-

to-date. So let's really kind of more focus on the 2020 comp, which I'm sure is what you're more 

interested in today as well. So from our forklift truck perspective, we believe that we'll continue 

to see a gradual softening of the global lift truck market with a positive impact of our new 

product introductions offsetting that global market trend. We don't feel it's going to be a severe 

reduction. So the share is really going to make up the difference. 

 

By doing that, we expect to have a reduced global volumes, but we will abate those supplier 

constraints with continued price tariff balance so that we'll have to manage a very volatile 

environment with what tariffs are, what effect they have to our business, but we've been able to 

do that over time. And of course, our net income in the 2020 outlook is expected to increase 

significantly due to those abated supplier constraints and our balance with tariffs. And then the 

long-term perspective for our forklift truck business is that our lift truck markets, we expect to 

see a continuation of that modest decline from peak levels, but then over this five-year period, 

recover over the full five-year forecast. 

 

The strategic programs we've described to you along with the new products, we are expected to 

see an increase in share and margin in those product offerings as our global modular truck 

program that Rajiv described will really gain us the ability to expand our economies of scale 

purchasing. And that will drive us towards target profitability with volume and margin leverage. 

 

In our Bolzoni business, our 2020 outlook is that revenues are expected to improve modestly 

over 2019 with the impact of a reduced EMEA market more than offset by share increases as a 

new distribution and production capacity comes online in the 2020 year in North America and in 

Brazil and an additional focus in China, as Roberto had described. We expect improvement over 

2019 from higher revenues and reduced strategic expenses. And then, of course, we expect net 

income to increase significantly over 2019 with the ramp-up of several strategic programs. 

 

Our long-term perspective is revenues will increase due to share and enhanced global 

capabilities. That will improve operating profit growth in key markets outside of Europe, along 

with the impact of our strategic programs, and we expect improvement in net income driven by 

volume increase and really strategic program maturity over that period of time. 

 

When we look at the Nuvera business, we expect increasing revenues from commercial sales of 

the 45-kilowatt fuel cell engine. That is key. Because that is the margin contributing product line 



that will offset our SG&A line. That really does explain the operating profit change, and of 

course, our outlook today is that net loss is expected to decline during 2020 with a target to 

breakeven in the fourth quarter depending upon the unit volume we're able to sell those 45-

kilowatt engines. 

 

Long-term perspective, though, is revenues are expected to expand due to China and U.S. fuel 

cell capacity that we're putting in place and the additional commercial offerings that we expect to 

introduce at Nuvera. That will improve margin growth and grow our margins towards target 

profitability. And the long-term growth is expected as production volumes increase in China and 

in the U.S. markets as well as our focus on Europe. Now we're going to move to our target 

economics. And this is really a chart that measures our status of reaching our goals. So in the last 

three quarters we had 2.9% operating profit. We had margin variances of 2%, which means we're 

not selling products at the margin in this past three-quarter period as we expect. 

 

Tariffs and steel prices and our pricing of our own product are catching up to offset that 2%. If 

you go back to 2017 before this whole situation was created, we were at target margins for those 

products. The bottom half – the middle portion of this chart really identifies fixed cost. And we 

have certain fixed costs both in our manufacturing and our operating expense structures that 

generates the other 2.1% of our GAAP. So this is – the two in margins and the two in volume 

variances get us our 4.1% GAAP and added to our 2.9% we're running today will get us to our 

target margins. 

 

Now we understand we're not there and we understand that we're producing approximately 75% 

of our capacity of 122,000 trucks that we have internally in the plants we measure for this target 

economic analysis. 

 

On the next page, I'm going to try to walk you through the story of we really don't have to sell 

122 to see improved profitability. We need to sell – we need to sell more. And as we sell more, 

we'll absorb those fixed costs. So this is really a story about, if we sell 5,000 more trucks that 

will generate $137 million more sales or $32 million of gross profit, that is 23% contribution on 

that sales number. If you go back to the slide I showed you on where we are in the gap, we're 2% 

off our target. So it actually grows our 16% current gross profit target to 18%, okay, once we get 

rid of the gap caused by the tariffs and steel price increases. That leaves us a 5% improvement 

driven by fixed costs that are in our manufacturing plants that's embedded in this line. So roughly 

25% of that $32 million is fixed cost absorption improvement. 

 

Similarly, on the operating expense line, we're at $12 million. If you remember the earlier slide 

where we talked about our results, we are running at about a 12% operating expense target. In 

this chart, we're now at 9% on the incremental. So approximately 25% of our operating expense 

structure, our SG&A is fixed and 75% is variable, and that $3 million is dropping down. So 

you've got $7 million in this line approximately $3-ish million in this line, it represents half of 

that $20 million of operating profit improvement. And of course, the other 7% is the 7% target 

once you're at margin – target margins. I hope that helps. I know it's a lot of math that's not on 

the page, but we are more than happy to help you walk through that at a later point in time 

maybe in a more detailed fashion. 

 



Finally, when you pull this all together and say, what does it look like when we're right? Well, 

we'd like to be able to sell 122,000 units out of our plants, which means we sell 145,000 

including our JVs in China, our JV in Japan as well as some third parties that we do source some 

trucks from. That would generate $4.3 million of revenue. Our gross profit would be at $800 

million. Our operating expenses would be at $500 million. That would drive a $300 million 

operating profit or a 7% margin. That's our target. That's our goal. And again, our programs are 

identified to improve margins and increase sales to drive absorption. 

 

For Bolzoni, we expect to exceed our 7% operating profit target as programs mature. And at 

Nuvera, our target is to move from significant loss to breakeven in late 2020 and then onward 

towards significant profitability in the long term, as you've heard from Colin and Lucien. I just 

would like to say, I think we're making the strategic investments that are leading us to our target 

profitability and transforming our results. 

 

And with that, I'd like to pass the flawed button that's now actually working, thank you very 

much, to Al Rankin for his remarks. Thank you, Al. 

 

<<Alfred M. Rankin, Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer>> 

 

Thanks, Ken. Thanks very much, Ken. I'd like to make some concluding remarks. The theme of 

this presentation has been transforming the future, and that does imply transforming the results 

of our business as well. Colin has reviewed with you the core strategies in some detail that we've 

been pursuing for a long time, the six strategies that are on the left. He's touched on the – how 

these transformational initiatives, some of which are on the right, tied back to the core strategies. 

But if you look at the business in a lot more detail, we've got a lot of strategic initiatives 

supporting our strategies that are maturing in the next one to four years, and we think they create 

a transformational environment for our business. And as you've heard, they have the clear 

objective of driving our revenue and profitability to target over the next very few years. If you 

look at the left-hand, a couple of columns, that's our core Lift Truck business. 

 

In the orange, a variety of the strategic initiatives that relate to having the right product at the 

right cost, they involve products, sourcing, supply chain, manufacturing, all of those kinds of 

activities and initiatives. And then in the black are the activities that are underway to pull those 

through, those products, through more effectively to solve our customers' problems in an 

efficient and effective way. 

 

Of course, backing these and perhaps a bit more detail, we actually have in our core business 63 

very specific strategic initiatives. Every one of those has a detailed gantt chart with timing, 

accountabilities, all of these are structured. They're all coming together in an orderly way. And as 

Colin pointed out, they all tend to reinforce each other and to work together to create the kind of 

impact that we've described for you. 

 

In our Nuvera business, fuel cells, we've got a number of major initiatives that have been 

outlined for you with our partners for sales of both BBRs and engines, particularly in the bus 

business in China, automation of our production processes expanding the product range, China 



production, a critical part of all that. And in that business, we have 15 of those detailed strategic 

initiatives, all of which have detailed gantt charts behind them. 

 

And in Bolzoni, we have the increased focus on standard products to complement the very strong 

premium products that have been in that business for many, many years, the ability to leverage 

the Hyster-Yale capabilities to bring those products more effectively into the North American 

market, and to do that with a detailed industry strategy focus, which is complementary of the 

industry strategy focus that we have in our core Lift Truck business, and then to expand in Asia 

as a part of that program. 

 

Now there is another way to think about this, an alternative flywheel which I think you may find 

another helpful way of putting these strategic initiatives in perspective. The strategic initiatives 

are listed on the outside of the circle. There are a number of them. They relate to the material on 

the inside of the circle. And what the inside of the circle really reflects is our passion about 

products and solutions, our commitment to being absolutely excellent at distribution and 

understand that economies of scale drive the business in order to reach the profitability targets 

that we have. 

 

So in the upper right-hand part of the circle, if you have developed the right products at the right 

cost to provide lowest cost of ownership and enhance customer productivity, you've got the 

opportunity to create a set solutions, which can be conveyed to industry needs and customer 

solutions in a whole series supported by strategic initiatives that are next to that part of the circle. 

And if you have both the products and the story that lies behind them about communicating 

solutions then you can build increased distribution strength. And the more you do that, the more 

you can increase your volume to enhance the economies of scale and drive the core Lift Truck 

business. But then it has the offshoot, of course, that we have discussed, which is generating – 

continuing to increase the number of units in the field population, and that generates the 

aftermarket profitability a bit later in the cycle. 

 

We think that all those are coming together, as we indicated over the next one to four years with 

– in a way which we believe will allow us to meet our operating profit and return on capital 

objectives 7%, greater than 20%, and we do it with the sort of leverage structure that Ken 

outlined in his presentation. As – since this is an investor conference, we wanted to say just a 

word about valuation. 

 

If you look at our business, our traditional business, the Lift Truck business and also the 

attachment business, they've been around for many years. They're mature. We think we have 

strategies that can drive their growth and profitability and return on capital. But it is a mature, 

cyclical – they are mature, cyclical businesses. We have market-leading products and positions, 

strong operating cash flow generation. And we think it's appropriate to value that business using 

traditional valuation models and EBITDA multiple on a net debt basis. We do think, however, 

that because of the attractive returns on capital employed, that a premium multiple is appropriate 

for that business. 

 

On the other hand, the fuel cell business is developing business, new technology. It's supported 

by patents in the fuel cell and hydrogen business, very distinctive technology. We think we're 



leaders. We've been investing operating cash and ramping up the business in product and supply 

chain and manufacturing and in marketing. And we think that business should be valued far more 

as a venture business would be valued. Although it does have developed technology, so it's not 

speculating on the technology itself, it's really commercializing that technology. And again, I'd 

reinforce a point that was made earlier by Tony that we do have Board oversight of each of these 

separate businesses. 

 

Our Board meets in separate businesses with the forklift truck business, with the Nuvera business 

and with the Bolzoni business. Those meetings are run by the Chief Executive Officers of each 

of those businesses. We think that provides a lot of accountability and focus on the different 

needs and requirements that each of those individual businesses have. 

 

So in summary, we think we have leading products and market position. We think we have 

sound customer focused and solutions-oriented approach to those businesses. We have strategies 

to gain share in all segments and markets around the world, and we're investing in growth 

through game-changing technologies, which we think will give us solid return on capital off the 

back of a very solid balance sheet. And we think that in the end, that is going to lead to 

rewarding the shareholders because we're committed to ultimately having this be of great benefit 

to our shareholders. 

 

That really concludes our formal presentation today. We'll turn to a question-and-answer session 

at this point. 

 

Q&A 

 

<A – Christina Kmetko>: While everybody is getting situated upfront for the Q&A, I just want 

to remind everyone we've got about 15 minutes for questions before we go off the live webcast. 

If you are on the webcast, please feel free to send your questions to my e-mail address, which is 

on the screen on your computer right now. And then also, as you are leaving today, please don't 

forget your backpacks. And there are lunches out there for you to grab as you leave. And it looks 

like we're situated and ready to go, and we have our first question. 

 

<Q – Michael Sesser>: Hi, Michael Sesser with DWS. I have a two-part question about Nuvera's 

operations in China. The first would just be to ask for a little more detail about what's currently 

going on with Nuvera's main customer in China? 

 

And the second part is, during the Nuvera presentation, you mentioned that operating in China is 

dangerous. And you mentioned the tariffs. But I would think the other danger is that there's 

increasing scrutiny on U.S. technology being used in China and there's been instances of last-

minute cancellations of big U.S. commercial products in China, if it was exposing China and 

new technology. So how do you deal with and think about that particular risk? 

 

<A – Alfred M. Rankin>: Yes. Let me start with the second part. I think we anticipate on having 

strong partners. They are fully aware of where we are today, and that's why we feel it's so 

important to work with companies like [indiscernible] that are not just a customer of ours, they 

are really are a partner. And we have the flexibility to swap between what you might call U.S. 



technology versus Chinese technology, whatever semantics are. So we're flexible there. We have 

an – a full crystal clear picture of are we going to assemble the engines ourselves? Or are they 

going to do it? Are we going to train them or not? We have a lot of options there. So it's very 

difficult to say, fully agree with that, what the future will bring to us, but we are kind of keeping 

multiple options open to mitigate that wherever we need to. 

 

<A – Lucien Robroek>: And to add to that, I think the objectives of Nuvera are very consistent 

with Chinese government priorities for China. So there is an alignment between us and the 

objectives in China that puts the business in a little bit different position than it might otherwise 

be. And I think that's especially true because we have what we believe is industry-leading 

technology, and they want to see that applied in China in order to solve some of the problems 

that they are facing in terms of motive power solutions. 

 

<A – Christina Kmetko>: Okay. We actually have a question online. It's from Joe Vidich from 

Manalapan Oracle Capital Management. Hopefully, I did not butcher that. 

 

Approximately what fuel cell volume does Nuvera need to be profitable? And what would be the 

average selling price for the 45-kilowatt fuel cell engine? 

 

<A – Alfred M. Rankin>: Well, I'm going to ask again Lucien to address that. I think we 

probably won't get into the kind of specifics that, that question is asking for, but we will – Lucien 

will describe it in a more generic way. Lucien? 

 

<A – Lucien Robroek>: So again, on the pricing, it's – without going into specifics, it's 

determined by whatever the market is paying for it, and that is obviously very fluent. We believe 

that we have a good cost structure, and we'll have and we can be competitive there. On the 

volume that we need for breakeven, as Colin mentioned, the fourth quarter of next year, we'll run 

into a breakeven situation. And that's just the ramp-up of the production capacity we have. So 

again, as soon as we get to that part of meeting that fourth quarter as planned, it's going upwards 

from there. So I don't know. 

 

<A – Alfred M. Rankin>: And I would add about that plan of the ramp-up of production for 

China that in large measure, we have already contractual commitments to take and provide that 

volume of engines. The key is that our customers stay on the path that they're on in terms of the 

approach that they're following and that we are able to ramp up our production in an efficient and 

orderly way to meet those volumes. 

 

<A – Lucien Robroek>: Yeah. 

 

<Q – Mike Shlisky>: Hey guys. Mike Shlisky of Dougherty here. How are you? Good to see 

you. I wanted to ask about also about Nuvera. It sounds like you are fairly confident on breaking 

even at the end of next year. So it's sounds like you'll probably be full year 2021 operating profit 

positive, possibly EBITDA positive in the full year 2021. If that's true and there's so much of 

your business in that group there could be like obviously Lift Truck business and other kinds of 

machinery and equipment, and you're still concerned about how different you value that business 

compared to the Lift Truck business. 



 

Is there thought been given perhaps like in 2021 or 2022, about possibly separating out that 

business into a different traded vehicle as opposed to lift trucks, as you did with Hamilton as 

you've done with NACCO et cetera? 

 

<A – Alfred M. Rankin>: Ken, do you want to talk about that a little bit? 

 

<A – Kenneth C. Schilling>: Well, I think, segment-wise, we have divided out the activity of 

that business, and we'll continue to do so. So as we saw more margin contribution will be 

generated and obviously, our SG&A for R&D and such is relatively fixed. We will seek, 

obviously, working capital investment and fixed investment in that business. But margin-wise, 

we turn positive. I think your question is really about valuation. And through this entire process, 

the negative operating profit of Nuvera has been held against us. 

 

And our consolidated operating profit times the mature multiple is how we've been valued, at 

least that's my impression. As we go forward, I'm hoping that we restore that operating profit and 

get our valuation on the mature side of the business. And then, of course, with the Nuvera 

business, that should attract its own multiple based upon the industry it's in and we would expect 

it to be a multiple higher than a mature industrial company like ours. Now with regard to 

separately valuing that. 

 

I think I'd let Al answer that question. I think that was part of what you were implying. 

 

<A – Colin Wilson>: I think it was a spin question, would we spin it off. I think that was the one. 

I think the question was would we do the same thing with Nuvera that we did negatively with 

Hamilton Beach, and the coal company and spin them off. I think that's the question. 

 

<A – Alfred M. Rankin>: I think we look at the businesses as a very integrated. I think that 

Lucien made clear that this mutual support structure between the two businesses is key that it 

isn't just as a capital provider. If you look back at the early days of Nuvera when it was owned by 

Hess, one of the difficulties, I think, that Hess had was that they had a lot of extraordinary 

talented technology developers, but they didn't have the commercialization skills, they didn’t 

have the professional supply chain skills, they didn't have the professional manufacturing skills. 

 

And even in the selling area, not the professionalism. So we have bought our Hyster-Yale skills 

to bear in a very significant way across a broad cross-section of Nuvera leveraging, of course, 

their core outstanding technology. So from our vantage point, for the foreseeable future, we see 

these businesses as a very integrated, very dependent in terms of their ultimate ability to do well 

dependent on each other. 

 

<A – Christina Kmetko>: One second, let us get you the microphone. 

 

<Q – Richard Shuster>: Richard Shuster, Boston Partners. Can you talk a little bit just in the core 

business about what the market shares are? What's going on in the core business? Are people 

gaining share or losing share? And what's been going on in that market? And just kind of what 



do you think about units looking out next year and the following year, where are we in the cycle? 

I know you've said we peaked out. But just give us a little more – freshen us up just a bit. 

 

<A – Alfred M. Rankin>: Well, let me say first a few things about our competitors. If you look at 

our competitive set, they sort of fall into three broad groupings. One are the outstanding 

companies. We would say like us. Those are companies like Toyota, like KION, the Linde brand, 

really excellent companies. They're going to have their own way of going forward. It will be 

different from our – the set of strategies that we're putting in place, but they're very good 

competitors and they're going to get their fair share of the business. We think we'll enhance our 

position relative to those competitors because we have filled in gaps in our offerings, which 

make us more able to compete across the board with them. 

 

Then secondly, there are a set of sort of second level competitors in the industry. The original 

Japanese brands, in many cases, companies that have much lower market shares. And I think you 

get a sense from, particularly from Rajiv's presentation that it's going to be very difficult for 

those companies to keep up with the requirements of the marketplace. It's a lot of money. It's not 

easy as to come up with the ability to invest in the way that you need to. And so we think that 

their shares will decline. That we should be very, very competitively positioned against those 

companies around the world. 

 

And then third, you have the Chinese competitors. They are a relatively new element in the 

market, a new competitor set in the market. They have had trucks that, frankly, were even are 

below low-intensity, they’re very oriented trucks. The best of those Chinese companies are 

moving up in the value chain, and they'll be good competitors, but probably more in the low-

intensity markets around the world than in the standard and the premium market. So I think we're 

very well positioned to gain market share. Our market shares are highest in North America. We 

have premium market share there. 

 

As Colin has described, we have different market shares in different slices of the market where 

we think we can strengthen our position. KION is very strong in Europe. Toyota is very strong in 

Europe. Toyota is very strong in Asia. And so there's kind of a mixing of the competitive 

positions around the world, but that's sort of the dynamics of the business. Then you had a 

second part to your question? 

 

<Q>: [Question Inaudible] 

 

<A – Alfred M. Rankin>: Well, I think that from our vantage point, we have not seen in this 

cycle the sort of overheating that we saw in the cycle in the late part of the 1900ss and leading up 

to 2000. And we certainly haven't seen the explosive growth that accompanied the 2005, 2006, 

2007, 2008 period. We think that's a very good thing because it doesn't lead to over expansion 

and high volumes and then everything dropping off because the customers that don't need them. 

 

So what that really implies to us is that a lot of pent-up demand has been addressed. There's a 

backing off from the peak levels, and we think it's going to be fairly stable at a high level and 

return to moderate growth rates. So based on what's been happening in the marketplace, we don't 



see at this time a significant large downturn. But we think things will be sort of stable at a high 

level in large measure. Colin, you want to add something. 

 

<A – Colin Wilson>: Yeah. I think there was an element of sort of mini overheating in 2018 as 

all these tariffs were coming on. Because the – a lot of big customers knew there was a wave of 

inflation coming and got ahead it. And then that sort of flushed out of the system in the first half 

of this year. So we saw the market in the Americas, for example, down 20% in the first quarter. 

It was down more modestly in the second and it was up in the third. And so it wasn't sort of the 

progressive overheating that Al referred to. But there was an element of overheating in 2018 

that's, I think, now is flushed through. 

 

<Q – Richard Shuster>: I've just commend you for your comments on Nuvera. It also shows that 

we have control of the company, you can make those kind of long-term investments. So I 

commend you and your family for doing that. On the other side of the coin, that sounds like to 

me you could also kind of test the market by late-stage VCs as to what and how they would 

value your company. So you can always put the icing on the cake of the fundamentals that you 

talked about at the end of your presentation. I don't know if you've considered doing that. If 

you're happy to share with us what's – kind of valuations. Late-stage VC company would give to 

participate in a round of financing for Nuvera. 

 

<A – Alfred M. Rankin>: Well, at this point, I would just tell you that we're so focused on 

accomplishing the objectives that we have to reach breakeven in the fourth quarter or so of next 

year. This is a tremendous absorber of resources and we're just carrying on for now with the 

businesses as we see it and it's all consuming. And I want to emphasize that point. I mentioned 

the 63 detailed strategy programs for our core Lift truck business, the 15 in the Attachment 

business and the 14 and/or vice versa, I can't remember now, in the Nuvera business. This is a 

huge management undertaking. We're trying to be very, very careful. 

 

The important thing is that in all of those strategic initiatives, we have essentially figured out 

what we want to do. And so we're in an execution mode and we're trying to make sure that we 

have all the skills and capabilities to execute those programs efficiently and to drive the results 

home. And in each of the businesses, I know I can speak for Lucien and Nuvera, it's a very 

challenging period of time. And people are extraordinarily busy. They're very taxed in terms of 

the numbers of people that we have to get the basics in place. But we're confident that they're all 

coming together from an execution point of view. 

 

<<Christina Kmetko, Investor Relations>> 

 

Do you have any other questions? With that, I think this more or less concludes our… 

 

<<Alfred M. Rankin, Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer>> 

 

Okay. I just want to thank all of you for joining us. We very much appreciate your interest. 

We've done this, as I indicated, once each year. We probably will continue that approach. We are 

trying to make sure that you know through our quarterly investment updates and through our 

earnings releases, including the section on the investor perspective, that we're trying to keep you 



updated on the progress of all these initiatives. We're committed to doing that and hope that 

you'll continue to follow the results of the company and to follow our effort to transform the 

future of our business and to transform the results through the market share increases in all of the 

strategic initiatives that we've outlined to you. Thank you very much. 

 

<<Christina Kmetko, Investor Relations>> 

 

Thank you. 


